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Call off the search!

Melcrum’s InternalCommsJobs.com is your first port of call
when searching for or posting )nternal #ommunication
vacancies online

InternalCommsJobs.com has more nternal ommunication vacancies than any
other website or publication.
UÊ Receive regular tailored job alerts.
UÊ Access free professional development
resources from Melcrum.

UÊ Search by keyword, sector, location or salary.
UÊ Upload your CV so recruiters can contact you
directly.

“When looking for a position in nternal ommunication last year, I found Melcrum’s
InternalCommsJobs very useful as the roles advertised are so focused within the industry sector,
which means there is no need to trawl through various ‘communications’ roles to find what you’re
looking for. I ended up finding my current job via the site so was very pleased with the service!”
Laura Owen, Betfair Internal Communications, Betfair

Find out more at:

In this issue

Figure One: An example Social Media Index
diagram.

IMPACT

SMI
VALUE

PENETRATION

impact, penetration and value [see Figure One].
However, you could choose whatever measures
you feel are most relevant to your organization:
1. The impact score tracks achievement of specific
social media objectives that support the overall
business goals.
2. The penetration score tracks the reach and usage
of the tool, using statistics that demonstrate the
behaviors required to achieve your objectives.
3. The value score tracks the net value of the tool
(money saved or generated minus the cost of the
tool).

COMMENT

Social, digital, web 2.0, collaboration – call it
what you may, it’s here to stay. Except it’s no
longer being “owned” by one individual or one
function as a set of tools, but is being embraced
by entire global workforces as a new way of
working.
Communication is being democratized thanks
to Internal Communicators finally approaching
social media in an holistic way: understanding
how new tools and platforms sit alongside or
replace existing ones, and introducing them
with a purpose that strongly aligns with business
goals. Organizations are recognizing that the
use of social technology demands a change in
behavior, mindsets and even culture if they’re
to support business priorities such as creating
efficiencies, facilitating global connections,
e-learning, collaboration and innovation.
Internal Communicators are breaking new
ground and if you don’t believe me, turn to
page 34 to read about the organizations brave
enough to opt for cloud computing tools that
offer more agile ways of working. And, go to
page 38 for an accurate, easy and compelling
way to demonstrate the ROI on social media by
Christine Crofts.
Also, we’re still buzzing from the excitement
of hosting the first event in our brand new
global Digital Communication Summit series in
London last month, where the best of the best
presented what’s working (and what’s not) for

R

Chris Crofts is Global Head of Internal
Communications at Aviva Investors and
was previously Global Head of Channels
at HSBC. While at HSBC, she pioneered a
global internal social media tool to
increase collaboration and drive
peer-to-peer networking. Crofts has over
12 years’ experience in communication in
private, public and not-for-profit sectors.

expense are all reasons senior leaders
are reluctant to fully support internal
social media tools. But what if you could
demonstrate how your tool has helped
the business achieve its objectives, save money and
improve engagement and collaboration?
It’s important to note that it’s not just about
proving financial ROI. Well established social
media tools can provide you with credible insights
into your employee’s thoughts, feelings and
behaviors, thus influencing your communication
approach. These insights combined with hard data
on usage and costs, and presented in a succinct and
compelling way can position you as the “go-to”
expert on employees. In short, it can address ageold issues that Internal Communication faces.

Impact measures – objectives

It’s very difficult to measure social media unless
you know what it is you’re actually trying to
achieve. Therefore, it’s important that you have
a clear strategy with objectives outlining the
outcomes you’re striving for and these objectives
should ultimately support the business goals of
your organization. Following the model outlined in
Figure Two [see right], think about:

A framework for measurement

To date, the easiest form of
measurement for internal social
media activity has focused on webhit-style usage figures. But these
penetration measures are just one
part of the measurement mix.
There are multiple ways you can
track how social media is helping
your business to achieve its goals
and, when combined, these factors
can create a Social Media Index
(SMI), something that is particularly
attractive for number-driven
executives.

Business goals. What’s your organization trying to
achieve? What challenges will it have to overcome
to achieve them?

The Internal Communication strategy. How Internal
Communication can help the business – by
marshalling the collective commitment, knowledge
and expertise of all the organization’s employees
behind a clear vision, strategy and values.

Social
media ROI
Page 38
Internal social media are often hard to sell to senior

Social media objectives. How can social media help
to achieve the business goals? Different examples
include:
■ By breaking down silos between business lines/
teams.
■ Increasing valuable knowledge and expertise
sharing.
■ Exposing buried talent, experience and knowledge.
■ Supporting cultural change for greater openness.
■ Reducing inefficiency and duplication by
increasing visibility of what’s going on in
different parts of the business.
■ Helping employees feel more connected to the
business.

executives given the lack of control and informal
nature
of the content,
so how can you
demonstrate
them
as their
organizations
make
the journey
their worth? Here CHRIS CROFTS shares a possible
towards
becoming a truly digital businesses.
model for measuring and reporting internal social
Turn
to
page
media tools. 30 for a round up of the highlights.

Finally, the team at Melcrum offer our
38
condolences
to those who knew Penny Lawson,
an exceptionally courageous and inspiring
Internal Communication leader and human
being, who passed away last month following a
battle with cancer. Penny made a memorable
impact at both ITV and British Airways and was
always generous in sharing learnings with her
peers. Her passing is a significant loss for our
profession and our thoughts are with her friends
and family.
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MELCRUM’S DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SUMMIT
2012, LONDON
...what you missed!

A

ttendees of Melcrum’s UK Digital
Communication Summit (DCS), held
at 200 Aldersgate, London on 27–28
March, gained an insight into the
strategic thought processes around
the introduction of new technological platforms/
initiatives at global organizations. The chosen
speakers – leading thinkers and practitioners
– shared a number of stories around social
technology, including:
The context in which new technology has been
implemented.
Decision making processes.
Techniques to get stakeholders engaged in new
ways of working.
Creative ideas to prove the ROI on technology.
Advice on effectively working with other
functions to ensure desired outcomes, such
as collaboration, innovation and knowledge
sharing are met.
The Summit demonstrated that we’re working
in a truly digital era, where the benefits of
social technology in the workplace are finally
being recognized – to quote the global research
company McKinsey, “Web 2.0 is finding its
payday”. The event also showed that the
networked organization will find it easier to
navigate through complexity and improve its
market position in what’s still an unpredictable
economic environment. Those organizations

Melcrum held the first event in its global Digital
Communication Summit series in Central London
at the end of March, showcasing superior examples
of the use of digitial technology to enhance, even
transform, strategic internal communication.
Here’s a round up of the best bits.
30
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that remain closed to opportunities risk falling
behind, but those that see great returns recognize
that technology is and will continue to evolve at
incredible speed. What’s most important here is
not the provider you choose – they will come and
go – but the organizational capacity for change.

Intranet Benchmarking Forum (IBF)

Paul Miller, Founder, Intranet Benchmarking
Forum, opened proceedings at the DCS with
a keynote speech on his top 10 predictions for
the future of digital communication in 2012 [see
www.melcrumblog.com for the full list]. In a
conversation with conference chair and Melcrum’s
Managing Director EMEA, Rebecca
Richmond, Miller said he believes the
intranet remains a core element for the
digital workplace but there are widerreaching technologies emerging. He
touched upon the idea that the
workforce will be getting younger,
with more and more teenagers
entering into digital careers due
to their adeptness with newer
technologies.
Also in this session, Miller
shared insights from his new
book, The Digital Workplace:
How Technology is Liberating
Work pondering questions
such as why ambitious
managers are switching from
intranet to digital to engage
with employees and why
intranet search and digital
usability has to improve for
tech-enabled communication
to thrive.

using this software could make daily tasks easier
to complete and developed a learning program
to improve productivity, the BlueIQ team’s value
was evident. The talk, titled “Observations on
social business adoption within the enterprise,”
saw Suarez encouraging delegates to share
tools, enablement materials and best practices.
He added that it’s important to demonstrate
achievements in social technology by sharing the

Bupa

Nick Crawford, Social
Business Strategist and
Hamish Haynes, Head of
Internal Communication, Bupa,
provided a double dose of top-level
thinking with their presentation titled:
“Connecting and engaging a global
workforce through the Bupa Live networking
platform”. The Bupa Live platform was
launched in 2009 with the aim of connecting the
healthcare provider’s diverse workforce. Crawford

IBM

Luis Suarez, Knowledge Manager,
Community Builder and Social
Software Evangelist at IBM discussed
how the adoption program “BlueIQ” was
formed specifically with the task to encourage
the Sales department to make better use of the
social software available to them. Initial efforts
seemed fruitless but, after they highlighted how
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vision and communicating success stories and also
outlined the importance of finding key influencers
as early adopters, educating management and
embedding the social software into day-to-day
business processes.
A key component in IBM’s case study was
its “BlueIQ Ambassador Program”. Suarez
revealed how BlueIQ Ambassadors promoted the
program and were more likely to feel equipped
to collaborate efficiently; re-use assets; and
report increased productivity, faster response to
customers and increased customer satisfaction
and sales.
Further metrics gathered as a result of the
BlueIQ program included a drop in emails of
35 percent across the 16,000 person sales
force, freeing up roughly two hours per
day of their time.
He explained how he had
compared the degree of
involvement in the BlueIQ
program with a variety of
productivity measures and
found a positive correlation –
the greater the involvement
with the BlueIQ
program, the more value
respondents gained from
social software. Advice
he offered the Summit’s
delegates included the
need to focus on tasks,
not tools; leveraging early
adopters; and enabling
executives to lead the way.
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Angelo Ioffreda: Partnering
for superior business
outcomes at NII Holdings
strategic communication management
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DEBATE

Each month, we ask two communication experts
to argue respective sides of a burning issue. Here,
Nick Howard and Tom Crawford debate whether
the increase in employee use of mobile devices to
access company information will change the game for
Internal Communication.

YES

Nick Howard

What a few years ago may have
seemed like science fiction is swiftly
becoming reality. Today most
people have access to a mobile
device – whether that’s a tablet,
smart phone or “feature phone” (the
polite term for a dumb phone). So
why wouldn’t organizations make
use of this ubiquitous technology to
communicate with employees?
Mobile devices are, well, mobile.
They’re easy to carry around and
are always with you. They’re used by
the vast majority of people, from a
plant foreman in a small UK town,
to a supermarket shelf stacker in
Arkansas or a tea picker in Kenya.

Mobile devices can give
innovative communicators new
and creative ways of engaging
employees and linking campaigns
Chances are you have a mobile
device of some sort in your pocket
and it may be the only piece of
technology you use to communicate
with others. In fact, mobiles are
at their best when they’re twoway communication devices – or
multiple-way communication devices
if you use them for social networking.
Nick Howard is Director of Employee Engagement at
Edelman. He has over 15 years of experience advising
business leaders across Europe, North America and UAE.
Before joining Edelman, Nick was Retail Communication
Director for Lloyds Banking Group, where he led the
successful communication of Europe’s biggest financial
services integration of Lloyds TSB and HBOS.
Nick.Howard@edelman.com
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Did you know that half of
all Facebook and Twitter
users share their thoughts
and views through their
mobiles?
No other
communication device
can fit in your pocket
and be an immediate
connection to others.
Mobiles also bridge a
gap between online and
offline communication
– QR codes on posters,
image recognition and
GPS location-based
services are all examples
of this. Mobile devices
can give innovative
communicators new and
creative ways of engaging employees
and linking messages and campaigns.
I know of at least one global
company that’s using mobile devices
to connect its people in ways that
wouldn’t have been possible just
a few years ago. Employees are
being encouraged to take part in
local charity projects and share
what they’ve achieved (and how
proud they feel) through their
mobile devices. They’re inspiring
other employees to do even more
good work. But most of all they’re
connecting with one another so that
they feel part of something bigger
than just their day job.
Another well-known consumer
brands company is using mobiles
to help employees connect with
the outside world. Edelman’s 2012
Trust Barometer shows that, more
than ever before, employees are
trusted sources of information
about the company they work for.
This company is giving its people
encouragement and guidance, so
they can share positive and credible

Will Mobile ch
for Internal Co

information about their employer to
influence consumers.
These are just two examples out
of many. As the nature of work
changes and the lines between
personal and work lives blur, mobile
devices will become the means by
which employees manage their
lives and relationships – inside
and outside of work. The cost of
mobile technology – hardware and
the ongoing permanent connection
costs – will continue to fall. The
capabilities of mobile devices will
continue to improve and they will
become even more portable. This
will put the ability to make truly
meaningful connections between
employees and employers in
everyone’s hands.
So perhaps the question we’re
asking here is not about using
mobile devices to “deliver company
messages”, but about using mobile
devices to make meaningful
connections between employees and
their employer, each other and the
outside world.
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hange the game
ommunication?

Tom Crawford
As Internal Communication
professionals, we’re constantly
looking to invent and develop new
channels. It’s almost as if we try
to prove our worth by showing
how many new ways we can get
the corporate message out there:
“Intranet is so last year, darling.” If
sky writing was cheaper we may have
latched onto that.
This channel reinvention misses
a vital fact; we live in a viral world
where people are desperate to express
themselves and get their own message
across. Across many countries of the
world people are risking their lives
right now, trying to have a voice.
Why aren’t we doing that more in the
workplace?
The sooner we, the Internal
Communication team, make
ourselves comfortable with handing
over control of all channels to the
people the better. Unless we change
our approach, my concern is that the
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and the audience, drastically moving
from push to pull, making the most
of viral word-of-mouth to underpin
our channels so that people will want
to go and find our information on a
recommendation from a colleague,
when it suits them rather than
being beaten over the head with
communication when it suits Internal
Communication. As a consumer do
you respond to unsolicited marketing
or a recommendation from a friend
which drives you to the same website
anyway?

There’s a quiet but significant
revolution of people turning their
back on the corporate world due to an
unrelenting pressure to “be in touch”
In the last few years I’ve used
graffiti and handy cams as a channel,
largely because they enable the flow
of dialogue to move in the opposite
direction. They allow people to
communicate as and when they want
to. And that has cultural benefits
too. How many of us have had as an
objective “create more dialogue”?
If we’re going to use mobile devices
please just make sure the user can
send in a film they’ve made on it,
answer a fun poll on it or, heaven
forbid, simply be able to send in a
text to tell us what they think of our
communication.

Image source: ppdigital (MorgueFile)

NO

mobile will become
the latest tool by which
we ensure there is no
escape from what we
are determined to tell
people. “You will hear
this message and then
once you have, I can
enter into an awards
ceremony where I
can say how effective
my communication is
because I reached X
number of people.”
How did those people
feel though? There’s
a quiet but significant
revolution of people
who are turning
their back on the
corporate world because they feel an
unrelenting pressure to “be in touch”.
They feel they are unable to escape
whilst feeling like they’ve never got a
true moment of solitude and peace.
We cannot fuel that, otherwise the
war for talent will go nuclear.
Now, of course I can’t be today’s
Edwardian lady regarding the mobile,
metaphorically gathering her skirts
around her at the side of the road
shouting about the mobile like they
did the motor car: “It’ll never replace
the horse!”
I’d be lost without my phone.
Both of them. There’s three in this
relationship and it works just fine.
Tablets, mobile, machine to machine,
apps – they’re the future. All I’m
asking for is some respectful etiquette
around usage of mobile as a channel
which means it won’t intrude into my
life in a way I don’t want it to. It won’t
be inappropriately used to pester me.
In using the mobile more, IC needs to
be careful it doesn’t replace spam. To
do that we have to fundamentally shift
the relationship between the IC team

Tom Crawford has worked in several senior Internal
Communication and Engagement roles for a variety of
companies including Deloitte and EON. Having decided
to take a different path in life outside of the corporate
world, he now divides his time between the UK and a
run-down farm in France. His last job role was Head of
Internal Communication and Engagement at O2.
Twitter: @tomster72
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OPINION

Subtle ways to measure social media’s
impact
The impact of social media on business can be difficult
to measure, yet there are a number of subtle or indirect
approaches you can take.

An advantage of online communication
is that it can be measured automatically
through web usage statistics, such as
how many people clicked on various
links. For social media that “live”
online, some clicks are more useful
to track than others. Typical clickthroughs are actually measuring how
effective the previous screen was in
convincing readers to click to the next
page. Those clicks don’t tell us anything
about how useful the information was
once people landed on the page being
monitored.

Beyond the usual click counts

Many social media clicks, however,
do tell us about the usefulness of the
ultimate landing page. When readers
click on an RSS feed button, they’re
telling us that the information was not
only useful, but so useful they want
to keep seeing more of it. When they
click on a “forward to a friend” button
or “tag” an item, they’re telling us
it’s so useful they want to make sure
their colleagues and friends also have
access to that information.
Similarly, if your website features a
star-rating system or promote/demote
arrow buttons to prioritize the value
of several items on a page – such as
multiple newsletter stories, previous
podcasts/webcasts or search results –
the page editor is receiving data that
previously could be identified only
through surveys: which topics are
more useful than others. This type of
information on usefulness can be used
to tailor future social media content.
You can also make qualitative
observations of what your audience is
Angela Sinickas, ABC, IABC Fellow, is president of
Sinickas Communications, Inc., an international
communication consultancy specializing in helping
corporations achieve business results through targeted
diagnostics and practical solutions. For more
information visit: www.sinicom.com
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saying online, such as a comparison
of the percentage of comments on
blogs or discussion forums versus the
number of original postings (known
as the “conversation ratio”). You can
categorize the comments as positive
or negative to get a feel for how
your audience is reacting to an issue.
You can get a sense of how engaged
people are about a topic by noticing
the emotional heat of a discussion.
For all these qualitative assessments,
however, remember that the audience
slice participating online may not be a
representative sample of the audience.

Survey questions on social media
outcomes

A survey about social media should
not appear within social media
themselves because it would elicit
information only from the biggest
users, not a random sample of the
entire audience. In addition to
typical questions about how satisfied
users are with various features, the
survey also should include questions
that connect a particular social
communication with desirable
outcomes. For example, for a
discussion forum on typical ethical
conundrums at work and how other
employees have handled them, you
could ask a survey question to see
how many employees read the forum
and how many were able to apply
that information to a real-life ethical
situation they faced afterward.
Another way to use surveys is
a bit more subtle. On an existing
survey that already asks about
desirable organizational outcomes,
add a few questions about usage of
communication tools, such as specific
social media. Think of these questions
as demographic items to identify
differences among subgroups. For
example, you could track if heavier
participation in social media channels
allowing interaction with executives

SM impact can be
measured in quite a few
ways, most of which
don’t cost anything
(blogs, discussion boards, podcasts)
is correlated with other survey scores
on confidence in leadership or leader
transparency. Another example
would be if employees participating in
an online wellness/preventive health
social community report higher levels
of actually losing weight, quitting
smoking or other behaviors with a
financial impact on company health
costs. By comparing the financial
benefits of the behavior changes
against the cost of the time employees
spend with the online community,
a rough estimate of a return on
investment could even be calculated.

Pilot and control groups

Several years ago IBM launched
wikis for a pilot group of project
teams working on similar tasks to
other teams who didn’t have access
to a wiki. Results showed that the
teams with wikis not only finished
projects faster and with higher quality
levels, but email volume among team
members also dropped.
Another version of piloting social
media can be used if you want your
audience to take some action online,
such as signing up for a training class
or viewing a webcast. You can create
unique URLs for the landing pages
and use different ones in different
communication about the action.
This way you could compare the
“conversion rate” of various tools,
such as an article in a publication,
an email or a discussion forum on a
related topic.
So, social media impact can be
measured in quite a few ways, most
of which don’t cost anything. We
just need to be as creative with our
evaluation approach as we are in
creating the content.
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Adapting to the social era of business
During the process of redefining Melcrum’s training content, Jeff
Hostler analyzed what needs to be considered when facilitating
the culture and environment for new social technologies.

I recently partnered with Melcrum’s
global trainers to re-evaluate the social
media components of our Internal
Communication Black Belt course.
We had great conversations and, as a
group, we had a lot of energy around
this topic. It’s incredibly exciting,
because we know social media has
the potential to do amazing things
like transform company culture,
get us engaged, make information
more transparent, improve how
we collaborate and immediately
communicate with colleagues at the
click of a button – just to call out a
few benefits. It’s all in the name of
positively impacting our business.
At this point, I’m certain we’ve all
moved beyond what I’ll call the social
media experimentation phase. Most
organizations have some form of
social media embedded in day-to-day
operations – even if it’s just a basic
application tied into your intranet.
Today we’re thinking about social
media far more strategically, shifting
the focus from social media to social
or collaborative or digital business –
not tools, but a way of working. Some
businesses have grasped this concept,
others have a way to go. Business
models must be updated to adapt to
these changes. On what and where
should we focus to add the most
value? And, how can we facilitate
our organization’s new operating
environment?
After a lot of thought and
discussion, we boiled down a daunting
amount of research and information
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into a some key teachings that will
ensure you support your organization’s
social strategy.
First and foremost, remember that
it’s not about the tools – no matter
what anyone tells you. It’s easy to get
caught up in the excitement of new
tools and technologies, without ever
really clarifying what those tools are
expected to achieve. So before you
roll out any social media, ask very
specific questions like: Who will use
these tools? How can they support
or generate useful conversations in
the organization? How can they give
employees better access to leadership?
How can they help global teams to
collaborate and communicate better?
How can they change the culture?
At the same time you’re asking these
questions, assess your organization’s
cultural readiness across different
audiences. Are your leaders ready
for the transparency required? Do
employees understand the importance
of collaborating in the right way,
aligning their efforts to business need?
For professional communicators,
simply knowing about social media
tools and how they can benefit your
business and your employees, is not
enough. The reality is that just because
someone writes a blog, has 1,000
followers on Twitter and can give you
five top tips on how to revolutionize
your intranet, it doesn’t mean they’re
a qualified social media manager
for an organization. What remains
critically important is an individual’s
ability to use this experience in the

context of business and in line with an
organization’s existing communication
principles. As communicators, we can
partner with the right people (like IT)
to provide the tools, then shape and
set guidelines for their use. It’s the
audience that will decide what’s useful
or not – not us.
Think about and clarify the
benefits to the business. Last year,
Melcrum surveyed more than
2,600 Internal Communication
professionals. They told us that
the biggest benefit of social media
to business is innovation and idea
exchange (42%) followed by employee
engagement (38%) and knowledge
management and collaboration
(31%). This was reinforced by the
54 percent of respondents who said
getting employees to talk, share
information and collaborate was the
“most effective” use of social media
within global organizations. Building
communities was the second most
effective use of social media, while
connecting to and learning from Gen
Y employees was found to be the third.
Relinquish control. Social media is
about sharing the process and getting
comfortable with ambiguity. The
way in which social media works –
placing all users on an equal footing
– inherently means reduced control.
Employees become equal partners in
the communication process and are
invited to take part in a conversation
and share information, rather than
have information pushed at them.
Of course, while social media may be
all about encouraging a more open,
transparent and democratic way of
communicating internally, this doesn’t
mean we shouldn’t lay down clear
guidelines about the appropriate use
of social media within the business.
But don’t overengineer it. Social works
best when it’s allowed to develop and
grow organically.
Jeff Hostler is Vice President, Executive Education and Development at
Melcrum. He has over 20 years’ experience as a communicator and has acted
as consultant to leadership for Fortune 500 and not-for-profit companies.
Hostler has an MBA in Marketing and Communication from Emory University
and a BA in Economics from Denison University.
jeff.hostler@melcrum.com
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OPINION

Three questions you need to answer to
stay at the top of your game
Staying relevant and adding to your skill set is unquestionably
of vital importance for communicators. How you do this
depends on the answers to the questions explained here.
Over the years I have spent a lot of
time adding to my skills and expertise
so I could be more effective in my
work. It’s been a life-long, driving
force for me and has meant being
commited to going out of my comfort
zone at times and investing time
and money in education. Ten years
after I completed my BA and MA in
Communication, I added an MBA
so that the playing field would be
equal to most of the other executives
in the organization. In addition, I
obtained certifications in Executive
Coaching, Change Management and
Reengineering and Myers-Briggs
Type Indicator, adding value in my
work and enabling me to stay on top
of the trends of our field.
I would be hard pressed to find
a person who would argue that
continuous skill-building isn’t
necessary. However, the type of
skill-building you need depends on a
number of factors, based on answers
to the questions on the right.
Based on these answers, what will
provide the most impact to your
career and future?
Recruiters in our field have
some useful recommendations.
For example, Nancy Voith of CRA
suggests getting smarter about true
change management. To discover
what that means, you could join the
Association of Change Management
Professionals (www.acmp.info).
Sandy Charet believes “employers
are looking for specialization.”
She also recommends building
social media skills and believes
it’s “a must for every industry and
every communicator.” A counter

Geri Rhoades has been a leader in the
communications industry for over 25 years. She has
held numerous positions on both corporate and
consulting sides of the business and built one of the
first corporate Change Management departments in
the United States.
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recommendation was also given for
getting out of specialization and
moving into broader fields: “There’s
a tremendous focus on integrating
the activities of marketing and
communication.”
Do something, learn something,
talk to someone and do it based on the
answers you discover from reflecting
on these three questions. It’s critical to
stay relevant and powerful in our roles
as communicators.

What are your
career goals?

If your goals are modest, such as
continuing on the path you are on,
then do the following:
■ Join a communication
organization (e.g. Melcrum, IABC,
PRSA or CLE).
■ Sign up for a group on LinkedIn
(I found over 50 available).
■ Read industry materials.
■ Take a workshop or webinar.
■ Attend a conference.
If you are the communication expert
in your organization, you need to be
an expert communicator. This means
staying fresh. There is nothing that
will diminish your credibility faster
than “saying” that being a good
communicator is important and then
not “being” a great communicator
yourself.
Other recommendations include
technical courses on design, social
media and process improvement,
and joining Toastmasters (www.
toastmasters.org)

What are the
opportunities
in your
organization?

If there aren’t a lot, and you want
to stay, then do something from the
modest list above. You could also find
people in your organization who have
skills that interest you and partner
with them on a project.

Not a lot – again, choose from the
What are your
resources in both modest list.
time and money?

If your goals are to advance in your
career, a more aggressive approach
is necessary. Do everything from the
list on the left, only more so:
■ Be active in an organization.
■ Create a LinkedIn group.
■ Write an article.
■ Read outside the industry.
■ Speak at a conference.
Some are pursuing Masters in
Communication or Organizational
Development. Two other forces in
our roles today are coaching (www.
coachfederation.org) and change
management.
If something interests you, go for
certification. It provides a specific
name for what you’ve achieved
rather than only being able to say
“I’ve taken additional courses in
communication.”
Most importantly, get out of your
comfort zone so you can grow.
If there are a lot of opportunities but
you don’t yet have the credibility, or
no opportunities but you’re thinking of
your next role, then something from
the above list is necessary.
If you have more time and money
(or your organization has tuition
reimbursement) go for the
certification or the degree.
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Five people you need for engagement

In the last edition of SCM [March
2012], I shared an overview of the
four-stage organizational engagement
strategy to take employees from being
“Savers” to “Investors”. Much of
this work is driven by highly talented
Internal Communication and HR
professionals, but they alone can’t
unlock exceptional performance
unless managers and leaders are great
engagers too. Without managers
that have the competence, space
and encouragement to engage their
people, almost every penny spent on
communication initiatives is wasted.
Managers have the biggest impact
on how employees feel and behave so
how this group are engaged, equipped
and developed is the most important
consideration for organizations. This
may not be news to you, in which case,
consider why it continues to have the
least focus? I know it’s hard to place
investment of time and energy into
all line managers, but imagine the
potential performance if that “middle
layer” of the enterprise was engaged
and able to engage others.
Senior leaders who are themselves
phenomenal engagers are a key part of
making this happen, particularly when
they value the management group as
being a core part of the engagement
process. Alongside this, you need a
practical strategy.
That strategy starts with recognizing
five manager-roles that are needed to
move people from Savers to Investors
(as shown in the figure on the right):
The “Prophet” is a highly emotive
role with a requirement for visionary
and inspirational attributes. It involves
inspiring others, planting the vision of
the future and what it will look like for
the individual and team. In the role of
Prophet, a manager imagines a bigger,
better tomorrow and ignites emotions
around how it will feel when reached.
The role of “Storyteller” is about
sharing context, content, metaphors
and examples to engage others.
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Context and content are the top areas
for creating employee understanding
and thus setting the foundations
for Savers across the organization.
The Storyteller works with others to
bring the vision, direction, change or
purpose to life and helps them identify
how their strengths can contribute.
The “Strategist” identifies the
approaches and builds the plans to
engage others. They turn intention
to engage into a reality. As Strategist,
a manager will engage through a
strong talent strategy, centering on
development of their people, will keep
teams focused and pay attention to
wider stakeholder engagement.
The role of “Coach” is about
getting the best out of people. A
manager has a responsibility to
facilitate team members on a journey
to full engagement and being a
proficient Coach will help them
do this. This behavior contributes
highly to a community of Investors
rather than Savers. Good Coaches
work with others to understand their
passions and what makes their heart
beat. They guide, build capacity in
others and leave team members
feeling highly valued as individuals.
At a practical level this starts with
“asking” rather than “telling” during
challenging times. This is difficult for
most managers when their time is so
precious but is critical for sustained
employee engagement.
The “Pilot” is a respected role
model – calm, measured and trusted.
As a manager it’s important to be the
one that can guide a team through
troubled times, making them feel
secure and in control. A Pilot is
confident and an expert in galvanizing
teams into action. They’re always
mindful of when to be inclusive and
when to be authoritative.
Most managers are valued for
being good Storytellers – it’s often the
strongest of the five roles seen in most
organizations today. This is where

Coach

Pilot

Prophet
Strategist

Storyteller
much investment, strategy and support
is put in place at an organizational
level, and communication teams do a
great job in equipping, coaching and
supporting leaders and managers.
However, a manager needs to use all
five roles and be proficient in each.
In reality, there will be some that are
natural preferences, but a successful
manager-as-engager will intentionally
play the appropriate role at the
right time.
For an HR or Communications
professional, the five roles are key to
taking engagement to higher levels
than the organizational engagement
strategy can do alone. Helping senior
leaders pay attention to practical ways
of boosting manager engagement
levels, competence and confidence is a
good starting point. So too, is working
with line manager communities to help
them develop an appetite, confidence
and competence in the five roles.

Figure source: Adapted from The Culture Builders: Leadership Strategies For Employee Performance, Jane Sparrow (2012)

In the second instalment of her two-part article, Jane Sparrow
describes the five key roles that managers and leaders must
play to successfully engage employees.

Practical, in-depth ways to develop the five
roles can be found in Jane Sparrow’s book,
The Culture Builders: Leadership Strategies
For Employee Performance, which will be
published by Gower later this year.
Jane Sparrow is a consultant, trainer and professional
coach specializing in transformational change, employee
engagement and sustainable performance. She’s an active
member of the IABC and has authored a number of books
and articles on sustainable working and engagement.
Jane@northern-flight.com
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THE COMING OF
AGE FOR MAERSK
LINE’S IC
FUNCTION
Klavs Valskov believes that making an impact is
easy for Internal Communication when you
innovate and use your initiative, as his efforts at
global shipping company Maersk Line have shown.

BY LUKE DODD

T

Maersk Line is the global containerized
division of the AP Moller – Maersk Group,
dedicated to delivering reliable ocean
transportation services. It has operations in
125 countries and employs around 25,000
people, including seafarers.
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hree years ago Internal Communication
was a small team of four at Maersk Line.
Today, it’s a globally dispersed integrated
communication department of 25 people,
who are in intimate relationships with
the board of directors. The person leading this team
is Klavs Valskov, who’s succeeded in making the
organization realize the true potential of Internal
Communication. “Trust in your own abilities and you
can take your function, and yourself, far,” he says.
But how did he arrive at this point? When
considering joining the international shipping
organization with its global workforce of 25,000
employees, Valskov was apprehensive. The
company, and industry, had a reputation of being
conservative – making it a difficult environment
to host best-practice internal communication. He
admits: “The main worry I had was ‘How am I ever
going to implement bottom-up communication
here?’” Despite this admission of concern, he
achieved it through combining perseverance,
determination and some creative thinking.
Indeed, at a previous role at Nordea Bank as
a Communication Consultant, his main focus
was Internal Communication and building
communication plans for various different internal
functions, but he wanted to leave his mark: “At

Nordea, I wanted to show them what I could do
straight away, so I helped to set up the Nordea
Bank TV Studio that was linked through TV
screens at different branches.” As well as building
communication channels such as video and social
media, he also built various communication
plans – a skill he had honed through previous
roles at companies including global consultancy
firm Accenture, the Ministry of Industry and the
Danish Management Group. In these early roles,
he built his tactical skills around different channels,
including newsletters, as well as his communication
planning expertise.
Before joining Nordea, he took a year out
to go traveling (where incidentally, he met his
future wife), then began a short-term contract
as Communication Consultant at L’Oreal
Denmark, which he reveals was an eye-opening
experience. “It was a totally different environment
to what I was used to. Everything within the
cosmetics industry is focused on PR and external
communication with budgeting for these functions
set at an incredibly high level – in stark contrast to
what Internal Communication may receive from
other organizations.”
Post-Nordea, Maersk Line was calling. Valskov
joined in 2008 as Communication Partner in a
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THE INTERVIEW
WHAT MAKES A GOOD COMMUNICATOR?
The traits of a good communicator include the ability to understand complex issues quickly, being able to
source creative solutions, having the basic ability to produce collateral and being able to facilitate/interview.
They also have to be organized, able to build plans and implement them, service-minded and assertive.

with different departments to build them
communication plans around streamLINE,” he
adds.
At the same time, he also built a strong
communication infrastructure (including an
intranet, called enable) and ensured the stories
they were telling via that channel were “compelling
and crisp.” He made sure of this by creating
content that was business relevant, yet not too
corporate. Other support tools were created,
including videos with low-cost production and
animation.

Global challenges

Streamlining processes for Maersk Line

However, an opportunity arose that was to change
the company’s entire communication set up, as
well as domestic attitudes towards the Internal
Communication function, forever. On his third
day in his new role, Valskov was allocated the
task of announcing to 120 colleagues working on
a global change program, called streamLINE,
what communication could do for them. The
streamLINE initiative was launched to simplify
organizational layers and structures in Maersk
Line, standardize processes, implement sales tools/
pipelines, rework the entire financial reporting
(SAP) system and cut costs everywhere. [For more
on streamLINE, see the case study on page 16.]
Valskov says that rolling out communication
surrounding streamLINE across the company’s
25,000-plus employees helped improve the
perception of IC as a driver of business
performance in the eyes of leaders and other
departments. “From that, we earned our stripes.
We developed our own tools and worked
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The biggest win

Following the success of Internal Communication’s
involvement with streamLINE, the CEO asked
Valskov to communicate the positive results to
20 leaders of Maersk Line’s leadership team at a
conference in Copenhagen. “For this, we began
writing up the story of streamLINE, but in doing
so it started to look more and more like a strategy
document,” he explains. “So, they actually ended
up using that document as the overall corporate
strategy for the company.”

KEYPOINTS
➤Klavs Valskov joined the newlyformed Maersk Line Internal
Communication function in 2008 and
has since overseen the growth of the
function from just four to a globally
dispersed team of 25.
➤He and his team successfully
communicated the streamLINE
global change program over
2008–2009, resulting in a strong
communication infrastructure and
an improvement in the perception
of IC as a driver of business
performance and source of strategic
counsel.
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function that wasn’t yet fully established in his eyes.
In fact, the communication team consisted of only
four people: an Intranet Manager, a Journalist,
Valskov and his manager.

During his work surrounding the streamLINE
program, he was awarded a new role as Head of
Internal Communication with an initial task of
transforming his communication team into a global
function, relocating jobs to sites such as Mumbai
(part of streamLINE’s companywide agenda).
“It was a tough beginning, but I saw it as another
opportunity to set an example to the rest of the
organization facing these same changes,” he says.
Valskov’s optimistic attitude proved to be right
– his global communication team’s engagement
levels have been measured as “high” and he has
a seat at the quarterly General Management
Meeting, the executive body of Maersk Line.
Following this period of job relocation, more
and more sections of Maersk Line desired the
assistance of the communication department and
so it was grown further in Manila, where there are
currently five employees.

in numbers...

25,000 employees, including
7,600 seafarers
325 offices in

125 countries

2010 revenue of USA

BIO
KLAVS VALSKOV
➤Klavs Valskov is currently Global
Director of Communication, Maersk
Line, leading a team of 25.
➤Previous employers have included
Nordea Bank – who had 35,000
employees in 21 countries,
L’Oréal Scandinavia and the
Danish Management Group.
He received recognition from
McKinsey for Maersk Line’s change
communication work in 2009, and
was the winner of the Rising Star
award at Melcrum’s SCM Awards
2011.
➤Valskov has an MA in Business
Studies and Communication from
Roskilde University and speaks six
languages. He’s married and has a
four-year old daughter.
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$26 billion

In a huge turnaround for the Internal
Communication function, the company, and indeed
the shipping industry as a whole, Valskov’s team was
given the task of delivering this strategy externally.
He was allocated many resources and had to decide
upon the best way to convey it to the world. “The
interesting thing about the shipping industry is
that it’s relatively commoditized, so customers
historically aren’t used to amazing service.
Containers don’t arrive on time, documentation
isn’t up to scratch and online solutions are nonexisting. It’s an ancient industry when it comes to
service, but customers have accepted that’s the way
it is.” Valskov took these issues and saw them as the
perfect challenge for the new strategy to respond
to, creating a document called Changing the way we
think about shipping. “The point was not to praise,
but to challenge the industry as a whole about the
fundamental issues they could see,” he says.
Supported by a website (www.changingtheway
wethinkaboutshipping.com) and a manifesto
document that was distributed at industry events,
they now had a challenge to respond to and they did
so by releasing information about how to overcome
these challenges. “This was hugely exciting
internally as well as externally,” Valskov enthuses.

The power of integration and his management
style

Following the success of this exercise, Valskov
was given responsibility of Marketing as well as
External Communication in the middle of 2011
and the title of Director of Communication.

The integration of the Internal and External
Communication functions, as well as Marketing,
was a milestone for his career, and a natural
evolution in his eyes. “One of the very important
lessons from this is that all external campaigns
need to take point of departure internally.
Everything should be grown from Internal
Communication. That builds trustworthy, credible
external campaigns. It builds value propositions
towards customers – as when you are ready to go
external, the whole workforce are behind it. If
you start the other way around, your company’s
credibility is at risk.”
Valskov has high hopes for his communication
function and thrives on being well connected.
“We should be world-class as we are the biggest
company in the industry. I try to have bi-weekly
one-on-one meetings with people I deal directly
with in my department including team leaders in
Mumbai and Manila. I encourage them to have
shared objectives with other teammates – inspiring
them to work together,” he says. Valskov’s
department is structured into two separate
units: one is for communication specialists and
the other is for channel specialists. Those in the
communication unit identify what communication
support is required across the business, then
develop a plan and head to the channel specialists
to ensure its effective delivery.

Focusing on technology and measurement

It’s always tricky when thinking of ways to
demonstrate measurement effectively to leaders
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THE INTERVIEW

One of the very important lessons is that
all external campaigns need to take point of
departure internally. Everything should be
grown from Internal Communication
internal TV channel, a YouTube-inspired site
where employees can upload videos and rate or
comment, as well as the intranet enable – which
is in line for a revamp: “We’re migrating to
SharePoint 2010 this year with all of its features,
such as MySite. It will also include internal social
media using NewsGator.”

Internal Communication philosophy

and the broader business. To combat this,
Valskov produces a quarterly communication
report in the format of a dashboard, which goes
to a selected audience of top management and
the global communication network [see pages
14–15]. The dashboard contains metrics from the
intranet, quarterly pulse survey, external media,
social media and external website, which he then
interprets to identify focus areas and improvement
points for the next quarter. [Go to page 38 to read
more about how to measure your social media
effectively.]
“Measurement has been a vital part of my
journey. When you’re pushed on cost you need
to show you’re making a difference. In 2010,
I engaged in industry networks about how to
measure the success of our communication efforts.
Employee engagement equals high performance,
which impacts the bottom line. So how can you add
to that equation that communication efforts impact
employee engagement? It’s difficult.”
This led Valskov to think about how to deliver
powerful measurement data effectively. He
believes that consistency is the key. “At the
beginning of streamLINE in 2008, we started
asking questions with our quarterly pulse surveys
and now have continued the practice. The key is
measuring similar things each time, that way you
are speaking with historical data, which is very
useful.” He adjusts pulse questions along the way
and tests it upon demand.
Engaging with his audience digitally is also
a priority for Valskov. Maersk Line boasts an
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“Earning your stripes”, a phrase touched upon
earlier in the interview, is key for Valskov. “It’s
rare that people just buy into a communication
strategy from the very beginning – you need to
give them a reason to believe you and trust you.”
For this, he believes that Internal Communication
needs a strategic point of view. “You need to get
on top of the business agenda and understand
where the business is going. Be ahead of the game
somehow and be proactive.”
It’s this attitude that he equates with success.
“In all life’s aspects, if you take initiative it usually
results in a positive outcome. You will also be able
to steer your surroundings towards where you want
to go. In Internal and External Communication,
if your team is proactive, people will want to work
with you and, over time, you will get more and
more resources. But it requires courage.”
We end the interview on a high note and talk
about Valskov’s recent recognition at the SCM
Awards 2011 where he was presented with the Rising
Star award. “I was very proud of this achievement.
Building a communication function from virtually
nothing to an award-winning department makes
you believe you can have a great effect on any
organization if you put your mind to it.”
Excited about what’s to come Valskov believes
that the future state of Internal Communication
looks bright. “All industries, including the oldfashioned shipping industry, have come to terms
with the fact that communication is of huge value
for them,” he says.

SCM SUMMIT AND AWARDS 2012
If you would like to find out more about the upcoming
SCM Summit and Awards 2012, taking place from 9–11
October, please visit our website.
➲ www.melcrum.com/scmsummit/awards_2012.html

Q&A... KLAVS
VALSKOV
FAVOURITE BOOK
Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China
by Jung Chang made a big impression
on me.
DESCRIBE YOURSELF IN THREE
WORDS
Dedicated, suggestion-maker,
enthusiastic.
HOW DO YOU RELAX?
Spending time alone with my daughter
and wife. I also find it very relaxing
to be out with old friends all night
long – there’s something incredibly
life-affirming about that.
IF YOU WEREN’T A COMMUNICATOR,
WHAT WOULD YOU HAVE BEEN?
An American crooner living in the ‘50s
and ‘60s. The period of Rock’n’Roll,
Sinatra, gangsters, Kennedy, casinos
and Marilyn Monroe fascinates me.
WHAT’S YOUR BUSINESS
PHILOSOPHY?
Don’t wait, act and take the initiative.
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HIGHLIGHTS

Number of enable
readers tripled
112,000 fans on
Facebook

Huge increase in number of page views on
enable: from 20,000 to 60,000 per week on
average
Presence in social media established with
overwhelming responsiveness and interest
from the outside world
Employees aware of and passionate about
ML vision to be undisputed leader of liner
shipping
Positive media response to Daily Maersk and
confidence in ML’s abili! to weather
economic storm
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“I believe there should be more
conversation around the jobs being
outsourced and what this will mean
to the employee sitting in that seat.”
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New CEO town hall video viewed by
almost 3,000
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“All in all, I think
Maersk Line will
come out the other
side of the crisis as
the winner”
– Axel Funhoff, analyst at ING
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NO. OF ONLINE
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THE DIFFERENT
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WORLD
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Asia Pacific
Asia
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Central America
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Middle East
North America
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THE MISSION

Twitter panel on Facebook
up-and-running w/ Lucas
Vos, Jacob Sterling, Jesper
!omsen, Helene Regnell,
Søren Stig and more
From 600 to 1,500
followers in 2 months, or:

150%
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17

BETTER USE OF
IMAGES

– Pulse Survey respondent

We’re constantly monitoring our mentions
in external online media in order to measure
the effectiveness of our work
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“Getting closer
our customers
FACEBOOK
WHO ARE WE
CONNECTING
TO?

THE REST
Our own Maersk Line
Vimeo account for video
sharing has been launched
On LinkedIn we have
more than 12,600
followers
On Instagram users are
taking photos of our
containers, vessels etc.
and sharing them
Google+ page has been
launched and video chat
opportunities are being
considered

26%
OTHERS

(PRESS, NGO,
SHIPPING ORG,
ENTHUSIASTS
ETC.)

24%
SHIPPING
PROS

34%
EMPLOYEES

16%
CUSTOMERS

110,000

NO. OF FANS
TOP 10
COUNTRIES
0
Nov 1

JAN 15
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THE INTERVIEW

Communication Pulse Survey / Maersk Line Communication / 15 January 2011

COMMUNICATION PULSE SURVEY
ABOUT

k Line Communication / 15 January 2011

NO. OF ARTICLES
IN Q4 2011
PAGE VIEWS WEEK
BY WEEK 2011

72

NO. OF ARTICLES
WEEKLY AVERAGE

6

STREAMLINE
RELATED ARTICLES

58%

Maersk Line Communication
has been running the survey
every quarter since 2008
Why? To track employee
sentiment towards
streamLINE
!e Q4 survey ran from
November 14 to 25 and
collected 330 responses
Seven out of the 20
statements asked in the
survey scored 75% or more on
combined agree and strongly
agree responses

“At work, I know what is expected of me.”

90.2%

“I understand why we want to differentiate
ourselves in the market.”

92.9%

“I understand the urgent need for careful spending
to improve our company’s financial situation.”

83.8%

“Daily Maersk is a leap forward in
our plans to change shipping.”

75.6%

“In order to support streamLINE, I am
willing to change the way I work.”

89.6%

“I am passionate about our vision of being
the undisputed leader of liner shipping.”

89.8%

“streamLINE means a change for the better
hasour
been
running the Pulse
in howMLC
we serve
customers.”

78.1%

85
80
75
70
65
60
55

Survey every quarter since 2008
330 respondents across
geographies and functions.
Seven out of the 20 statements in

75

81
76
74

80

73
7171 71

71

6869,7

TOP 10 MOST
READ IN Q4

70,1

65,6

68,5

63,5

65,5

61,2

77,5
68,5

78,1

69,9

59,1

MaerskLine.com / Maersk Line Communication / 15 January 2011

“Communication is mainly focusing on how Maersk Line
will benefit from any decision or change, with very little
affect employees also…”
focus on how that will a

MAERSKLINE.COM

CEO on Q3 result 16,098
EKO: Why I’m leaving ML 15,668
Don’t travel without it! 14,088
CEO on MSC/CMA 13,362
New CEO of ML13,194
Org. ann. Process Vision 13,000
Mand. for weigh. boxes 11,280
ML finally on Facebook 11,070
CEO townhall: destiny 10,812
Safmarine HQ close 10,086

– Pulse Survey respondent

THE MISSION

IMPROVE
MENT
POINT

“Delivering ease of doing business”
THE EXISTING SITE

THE NEW SITE
A web site worthy of a market leader
Much improved ‘Do business’ area
developed by X-Leap
Currently live in beta version
Will take over from the old site in
2012
Engaging content
Focus on the differentiators
Tone: eye-to-eye, competent, and
kind
Audience: customers, noncustomers, press and NGOs
OUR COMMUNICATION
TARGET

k Line Communication / 15 January 2011

NOVEMBER 2011,
KEY FIGURES

21,562,841 page views
2,893,696 visits
1,925,711 unique visitors
TOP COUNTRIES IN
%

China 13,6
USA 10,2
India 9,7
Who we are / Maersk Line Communication / 15 January 2011
Hong Kong 3,9
Denmark 3,7

MLC INFOMERCIAL
“Maersk Line as

the leader of the
shipping industry”

WHO WE ARE 2

WHO WE ARE
NEXT UP:
CONNECTING OUR
CUSTOMER PANEL TO
SOCIAL MEDIA

r to
s”

IN LESS THAN 3
MONTHS

Communication and
marketing professionals
Vast experience from other
organisations
Located in Copenhagen,
Mumbai and Manila

112,000
fans
(incl. 20,000 customers)

90%

OF US
COME
FROM
OTHER
ORGANISA
TIONS

MALE VS.
FEMALE

Intel, Ernst & Young,
Pepsi, HSBC, Accenture,
L’Oreál, Carlsberg,
Nordea, Weekendavisen,
Coloplast, large Indian
and Philippine media

SOME OF
THE
PLACES
WE’VE
WORKED

ONE
GLOBAL
TEAM

40%

COPEN
HAGEN

60%

GSC

WHAT WE DO
MALE VS.
FEMALE

73%

Phillipines 16,541
Indonesia 13,779
Pakistan 10,379
Egypt 9,953
India 9,146
Bangladesh 5,964
Mexico 3,806
Peru 3,300
!ailand 1,818
Malaysia 1,653
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27%

Internal
communication

External
communication

Branding

Internet and social
media

Intranet

Change management and
audience planning
Editorials (articles, videos,
presentations, graphics)
Facilitating global
communication and
campaign network
Top management and line
communication

Customer
communication
Campaign execution
Public relation
Sales collateral
Advisories to staff

Media
planning
Advertising
Sponsorships
Events
Visual identi"

Channel management
and governance
Content development
Web analytics

Channel management
and governance
SharePoint
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CASE STUDY

Delivering change across Ma
layered organization
Developing a communication plan around change that could result
in companywide job losses is perhaps the hardest thing Internal
Communicators have to do. Klavs Valskov explains how he and his team
navigated this turbulent time.

The structural challenge

At the start of 2008, a high profile global change program,
streamLINE, was launched to simplify organizational
layers and structures in Maersk Line, standardize
processes, implement sales tools/pipelines, rework the
entire financial reporting (SAP) system and, essentially,
cut costs everywhere. [See below for the poster released
by Internal Communication at the start of the program]
It began with redundancies for 8,000 of the 33,000-strong

How streamLINE
will lead us 2
to the new
Maersk Line

I miss my friends…I wish
Bob still worked here

Set sail

I’m not sure what
my new manager
expects of me…

We need to have a
simpler business

1

It’s all about my
performance
...I think

Making the
streamLINE
strategy
I’m still getting
my head around
these new
processes

We must
reduce costs

st re
M Aam LI NE
RS
K

In 2008, Maersk Line, the global shipping company,
embarked on an ambitious turnaround.
The entire 50-year old container industry had come
to a breaking point. For a sector that enables global free
trade, shipping itself had ironically become a closed shop,
with only a handful of major players and accusations of
cartelization. With few competitive pressures, the industry
had stagnated and its internal working culture by the early
2000s had become locked in the past. The company had to
be modernized and adapt to the times.
Shipping might grease the wheels of capitalism, but
its internal operating model had remained resolutely
industrial. Across internal hierarchies at Maersk Line
spanning dozens of organizational layers, a militaristic
“command and control” management structure was
slowing down decision-making. Under little competitive
threat, shipping companies had become insular, selfregarding and inefficient.
Customers were certainly less than satisfied with the
resulting service they received, including late arrivals
(50% of containers missed their projected ETA), wrong
invoices (60% annually were being queried), endlessly
long booking times (up to three weeks of negotiations),
few e-booking options, invisible pricing, bewildering
complexity of processes, transit documentation that
could run into thousands of pages and countless other
inefficiencies that needed to be rooted out and rectified.
The impact was beginning to show – from 1997–2007,
Maersk Line had grown five times in size through
acquisitions. But although trade volume had grown, profit
had not. Something had to be done.

E
mL IN
str ea RS K
MA

Customers just want
guaranteed space,
reliable schedules,
accurate delivery
dates and a good price

3 The perfect storm
KPI’s and performance
management put pressure
on me. I’m not sure I like it

We’re still n
enough mon
strategy re

Maersk Line is the global containerized division of the AP Moller –
Maersk Group, dedicated to delivering reliable ocean transportation
services. It has operations in 125 countries and employs around 25,000
people, including seafarers.
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I thought streamLINE
finished with the
re-organisation in April.
Now it seems we’re
just starting

This feels like
a different
company now

scm April 2012

aersk Line’s

Global
READ THIS AND LEARN
Ways to ensure your change program is successful

FURTHER READING
1. Announcing change at RBS: Ten lessons learned
www.internalcommshub.com/trial/change/casestudies/
rbs_change.shtml
2. How to engage employees during extreme uncertainty
www.internalcommshub.com/open/change/casestudies/
wadman.shtml
3. Communicating change to an engaged audience at World
Vision Australia www.internalcommshub.com/open/change/
casestudies/wvaopen.shtml
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workforce – unprecedented in the company’s history. The
engagement repercussions could not be contained to the
internal organization – Maersk Line’s layoffs were now the
subject of widespread public debate.
Then, exactly as streamLINE was launching, the global
economy collapsed and so too did global trade – the very
thing by which Maersk Line was sustained. As a result of
all this, in early 2009, Maersk Line posted the first ever
loss in its 100-year long history: USA$2.1 billion.
The
streamLINE
My customers
program had
are satisfied
now become
Welcome to the
We are cost
5 new Maersk Line
competitive
the potential
lifeline of the
We’re
profitable
company, with
again
150 hand-picked
streamLINE
colleagues
MA RSK
brought to
I can see more
We’ve got
opportunity
capacity
Copenhagen
spot on
from around
the world to
design, test
and implement
seven different
turnaround
4 Anchoring
the change
projects –
the seven
I never thought
about cost like
How do we make our
streamLINE
this before
processes work better?
“Leaps” [see
box, right].
It’s clear now
that everyone
These were all
has to deliver
not making
projects with a
ney? Is this
Is everything
eally right?
global reach,
Defined products are
different?
delivered reliably
and all hitting
the organization
at the same time
Maersk Line 2008
– immediately.
E
L IN
m SK
ea R
s tr M A

E
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The company was losing USA$10 million per day, so we
had no time to carry out air traffic control – the greater
challenge was to act quickly and consistently and make
the program immediately relevant for everyone in the
organization by involving them in it, so that each of a
succession of changes could be embedded, nurtured and
grown at local level.

“streamLINE”ing processes

We started with the basics, holding workshops with the
seven projects – the streamLINE Leaps – individually
to build a coherent communication strategy for each of
them, then co-creating websites, films and basic packs of
information – all explaining what each Leap was doing,
and the implications and benefits for the organization’s
frontline.
But there were immediate challenges. Our
communication infrastructure was basic – the company’s
first ever Internal Communication function had barely
celebrated its first birthday. Just two communication
practitioners were available to work across all seven
Leaps, and our budget was limited (USA$200,000).
In addition, the Leaps were complex and therefore
easily misunderstood. And the rumor mill was already

THE SEVEN STREAMLINE LEAPS
1. Focus on reducing fuel costs.
2. Improving network planning.
3. Creating financial transparency.
4. Reducing erroneous invoices.
5. Establishing a simpler product overview.
6. Getting more sales traction.
7. Creating a superior customer experience.
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We showed Maersk leaders that
opening a two-way conversation
with those who need to understand
helps – not hinders – us

underway, with some
thinking that the
Leaps were “clearly
another headcount
reduction exercise.”
This was tricky as
the possibility that some Leaps might lead to further
redundancies could not be denied, but nobody knew how,
when or whether that would actually happen.
When we dug deeper, results from our global “pulse
survey” – a monthly (today quarterly) “rogue” poll we
conducted under the radar for extra insight – showed
that the key concern for employees was much more
fundamental. They didn’t understand the streamLINE
program overall. Was it just a redundancy initiative? What
did its stated aims of “empowerment and simplification”
actually mean?
Maersk Line was in a perfect communication storm:
new to market pressures, the organization was by now
swimming in every piece of business “doublethink” jargon
from the last 50 years. And, thanks to a management
group with no history of Internal Communication
counsel – in a company with an industrialized mindset,
the leadership style of the admiralty and the operational
bureaucracy of a government ministry – all sense was being
bleached out of the communication. Core information
around the company was bewildering.
We now had our communication strategy – to make sure
the change made genuine sense – and furthermore, to tell
it from the audience’s perspective. This was completely
counter-intuitive to Maersk leaders, who instinctively
understood communication to be a process of telling
people “lower down” to do something because it benefited
the organization and expecting them to just do it.
We then set ourselves the immediate tactical challenge
of explaining the whole streamLINE change vision from
an employee’s perspective in less than five minutes. We
found the funds in our own budget and scripted a stopmotion animation film that would explain streamLINE
in a simple and humorous way. We were determined to
liberate ourselves from stuffy, ultra-conservative Maersk
“management talking heads”, so we specifically made the
main character and narrator a Maersk Line employee – for
the first time ever in the company, communication would
be actively fronted by a rank-and-file employee explaining
what change meant for them.
It took six weeks and many script and storyboard
iterations to get the tone right. We then launched the
animation on our intranet and seriously broke with
Maersk protocol by not asking anybody beforehand
to approve our explaining the entire corporate change
strategy in this way, and in such an apparently frivolous
tone. The images to the right show some stills from this
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video, the box on page 23 contains employee reactions to
it and you can watch the video at: www.internalcommshub.
com/open/channels/casestudies/streamline.shtml.
It was an instant hit – in the following months, we flew
to offices and vessels, filming employees and seafarers
explaining how early Leap successes had affected them.
We launched online video diaries – providing handycams
to frontline employees in pilot countries, asking them
to record frank and unscripted weekly “episodes” to
tell other employees like themselves what it felt like
to go through the changes. We coached each Leap’s
management team in a simplified “storyline” for their
project – one that positioned ther aims with a clear line of
sight down to frontline job roles. We strong-armed Leap
leaders to incorporate a sense of employee impact into
their project designs (e.g. today all Leaps have a “Leap
Communicator” role, as suggested by us).
To counter rumors that the Leaps were “just more
projects dreamt up by Copenhagen”, we profiled employees
who had actually joined Leaps from frontline country
operations and put them into articles and team briefing
packs. And as rollout began, we somehow found time to
build an online “change centre” – with interactive “How To”
guides and downloadable toolkits – that frontline managers
could use to guide their teams through the changes.
It all added up to a consistent communication strategy
of simply making the right kind of sense. And as the Leaps

Screenshots from the streamLINE animation.
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closed down and new ones gradually took their place over
2009, the strategy continued, strengthened, through the
changeovers – a strategy that had all begun with just a little
cartoon man appearing on the intranet one day, telling a
totally different kind of story for Maersk Line.

The outcome/business results

One year later, in 2010, the company presented an
historic profit of USA$2.6 billion – a yearly difference of
USA$4.7 billion. The success of streamLINE has been
heralded as a crucial factor in bringing the company back
from the brink.
By the time the first seven “Leaps” had concluded
activities, the Internal Communication team and its
budget had been doubled in size – a testament to the
quality of work we had produced in the nine months
between launch and rollout. [Read the interview with
Klavs Valskov on page 10.]
The online “change centre” we created is still in use in
the organization today, as a core part of rollout by projects
all across the company. The series of video diaries we
launched gained extremely positive feedback from the
audience it was aimed at – frontline employees:
Our news strategy for streamLINE has now expanded,
even to include post-mortem critiques of some of the
Leaps and whether or not they ever met their stated
objectives – a fundamental transparency turnaround in the
way communication is conducted inside the company.
Our work on “storylines” with each of the Leaps became
an emblem of the mindset change about communication
that we had begun to instil in management across the
center organization.
What was the biggest factor in communication success
with the Leaps? First, making sure we all knew exactly
what our core storyline was – had agreed on it and used it
constantly. Second, that we put that story in the context of
employee effectiveness and future roles, not in terms of
headcount.
Our most recent initiatives in 2011 to get Maersk Line
setting an industry agenda externally – even revealing
its corporate strategy with a media launch at www.
changingthewaywethinkaboutshipping.com, a concept
that would have been utterly unthinkable just a few
years ago for this famously private company – can in
many ways be traced back to the way we showed Maersk
leaders, through 2008–2009, that opening up a two-way
conversation with those who need to understand helps –
not hinders – us.
But the feedback we got from the animated movie was
the most universal and fulfilling. Below its posting on the
intranet we lobbied for a free text comments field. When
it launched, it was the first time in the company’s history
that employees had been given such an open voice. The
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concept caused some alarm in the higher echelons of the
company. We ourselves wondered whether anyone would
dare to comment, so strong was the naval hierarchy.
But slowly, slowly they came in; a trickle at first, and
then a steady stream, as employees discovered that there
were no repercussions to making themselves heard. This
first time out, we topped more than 100 comments – and
all of them universally applauded the style, the tone and
not least the simplicity of the film [see box below].
Next to the film we added a poll, in which we asked:
“After watching the film, do you feel you have a better
understanding of what streamLINE means for you?” Of
the 543 people who voted, 82 percent answered yes.
Of all the things we did to support the streamLINE
Leaps, the animation became the beacon of our work.
It became so popular that we have since been asked to
produce 15 other films in the same format, explaining
other strategic initiatives – “Yield”, “Equipment
Optimization”, “On Time Delivery”, etc.
Importantly for us, we had forged an enduring best
practice that we will refer to in future projects and
strategies – communication surrounding streamLINE has
had a lasting impact at Maersk Line.

EMPLOYEE TESTIMONIALS
“This video is so simple yet very informative. Finally, a
clear definition of ‘What streamLINE is to me’.”
“Our entire team is really attracted by the cartoon. It
makes the meaning of streamLINE simpler to understand
than any other town hall meetings or propaganda
campaigns.”
“This video is just great! Educative and gives me the
power to make the change for a better Maersk Line.”
“Let me join all those who are in favor and appreciate the
video for helping us understand the streamLINE process
in such a simple and beautiful manner… I want a
streamLINE T-shirt!”

Klavs Valskov is Global Director of Communications at Maersk Line. He has
over 13 years’ experience in Communication and Marketing roles, including
positions at Nordea Bank and Accenture, and has successfully led projects in
change management and communication, measurement, strategic planning
and more. In October 2011 he won the Rising Star award at Melcrum’s 10th
Annual SCM Awards.
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CASE STUDY

REA Group drives employee
for business success
Unlocking innovation in an online business is key to profitable growth and
collaboration was seen as central to this, as Melissa Hendry shares.

In 2009, REA Group, an Australia-based online
advertising business specializing in property was
experiencing a period of great change with a new CEO,
leadership team and company strategy. As an online
business, innovation and speed to market is the company’s
lifeblood and REA needed to support and encourage
innovation and collaboration within the company.
We believe that collaboration via connecting people
and ideas, sharing knowledge and leveraging teams in
different locations is key to innovation. My first aim with
Internal Communications was to create a single intranet
and start breaking down walls in the business, but this led
to many more opportunities for collaboration.

When two become one

An Internal Communication strategy was developed
to support the delivery of the company strategy and it
very quickly became clear that the existing intranets just
weren’t going to cut it.
We had a wiki used exclusively by IT and a basic
intranet on EMC Documentum used by the rest of the
company – they were not well-liked, there was very little
cross-over usage between them and a strong vibe of “ours
versus yours”. Not very helpful when collaboration and
innovation are needed.
Initially, the aim was to merge the wiki and intranet,
but as employees felt so little love for either system the
opportunity to do something really different was irresistible.
Central to this was a need to reflect a young employee
group where the average age is late twenties. The team
was used to, and
expected, the same
social networking
tools they used
outside of work.
REA also needed
staff to understand
and embrace social
media tools; they

We’ve built a strong culture
of online engagement, with
91 percent of employees
using the intranet
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needed the people developing the sites, or selling digital
marketing solutions to advertisers, to really understand
social media. Social was clearly the way to go.
The decision was made to start afresh and introduce a
social intranet on Jive SBS, and get rid of the old intranet
and Wiki.
With strong support from the new CIO, a team of two
was put together – the Internal Communications Manager
and the IT Delivery Manager – one of the first steps in
breaking down barriers and role-modeling collaboration.
Then the two of us used a broader group of individuals as
part of our stakeholder engagement.
The team reviewed usage patterns and approached
people who were frequent users, lovers or haters of the
wiki and intranet so they could assemble a focus group
of those who were passionate, one way or the other. The
project team channelled the shared wisdom of this group
to test potential software, guide key decisions during the
project and to share the progress with their departments.
My challenge as Internal Communications Manager
and for the team was to figure out how to actually
implement a fully social intranet. This was early 2009 and
there were plenty of articles, white papers and opinions
on why you should have a social intranet, but very few,
if any, companies that had actually done it. That’s when
we realized we were trailblazing – very scary, but very
exciting.
Our approach in building our social intranet was
to have a default position of “no restrictions” and
if at any stage we started to want to restrict access,
control or moderate, we would stop and ask: “Why?”
What was driving our decision? Was it fear? Was it
nervousness about what people might do with their
access? We questioned everything and instead of putting
in restrictions, we asked what was the worst that could
happen, what was the likelihood of it occurring and then
figured out what we needed to do to mitigate the risk.
After extensive discussions with HR, Legal and the
management group around the benefits and possibilities
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collaboration

Asia Pacific
READ THIS AND LEARN
How to introduce a collaborative social intranet at
your organization

FURTHER READING
1. Making connections at News Corp. www.internalcommshub.
com/open/channels/casestudies/labanca.shtml

2. Building global collaboration with a new social network at

Ericsson www.internalcommshub.com/open/channels/
casestudies/ericsson.shtml
3. Taking collaboration to new levels with SharePoint at Siemens
www.internalcommshub.com/trial/channels/casestudies/
change_sharepoint.shtml

of a social intranet and the resolution of concerns around
access and staff behavior, we were supported in our
approach – that the intranet is a communication tool
and the vast majority of people will use it appropriately.
On the other hand, if someone is going to say something
inappropriate they’re going to use whatever tool they
have at hand. They may write a blog, but if they didn’t
have the intranet they might send an email to 50 people;
if you took away email they might write it on a wall; and
if you took the pens away they might shout it across the
room.
Essentially, the intranet is just another communication
tool and existing processes are already in place to deal
with inappropriate behavior, be that an employment
contract, workplace legislation, code of conduct,
performance management and so on.

people used it, whether they would share it with other
staff and hopefully have it go viral. We sent the project
team of 12 people an attractive email containing the
link, the benefits, the instructions and how to log in. In
the background we switched on access for all staff.
2. The full launch: The full launch that occurred a month
later involved training, posters, emails, team meeting
briefings and so on. The day before we launched to the
business, our initial group of 12 people registered to
use the site had swelled to over 120 and we had well
over 100 blogs, discussions and pieces of content. Our
goal that it would go viral had worked and we were able
to launch to the wider business with the confidence
of knowing that people were choosing to use the new
intranet because they wanted to, and not because they
had to.

Out with the old, in with the new

Controlling the uncontrollable

The actual deployment of the new social intranet was
quite simple and there was no content migration plan as
there was no easy or cheap way to automatically migrate
all the content from the old wiki or intranet. Instead, we
worked with the business, via our project team, to help
them decide what content they would manually migrate.
Not surprisingly this was a very effective way of cleaning
out old and unnecessary content, as about 90 percent
of the existing content was not ultimately migrated. So,
during a four to six week content audit, the project team
reviewed the content with their teams and made the
decision on what they wanted to keep – there were no
set criteria as such, just whether it was still needed. The
project team was also responsible for getting any critical
information, like HR materials, onto the new intranet in
time for the full launch to staff.
Our launch of the social intranet had two phases:
1. A soft launch: The purpose of the soft launch was
so our project team could start migrating content so
the site wasn’t empty when we launched to the whole
business. However, our other goal was to see how
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To many people, a social intranet may seem like a
recipe for anarchy; with all that access to blogs, group
discussions and the ability to add photos or videos and
edit content. What if someone were to say something
inappropriate, or share confidential information? What
if all they do is talk about their hobbies and don’t do any
work?
On the other hand, what if people share knowledge,
lend help, answer questions, get to know each other, offer
solutions, have fun, ask for assistance, express themselves
and collaborate?
As communicators we talk a lot about the importance
of engagement and the need for the employee to trust and

REA Group is a market-leading online advertising business
specializing in property. Established in Melbourne in 1995, the Group
owns and operates leading real estate and commercial property
advertising sites in Australia, realestate.com.au and realcommercial.
com.au, as well as international real estate advertising sites such as
the Italian property site, casa.it
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Screenshots of REA Group’s new Jive-based intranet.
Anything they write can be seen by their workmates,
their manager, their direct reports – and this selfcensorship and informal peer control is powerful.
A more formal control is in the form of an intranet
usage policy that can be summarized as “Be Professional”.
The intranet usage policy also references the REA Code
of Conduct, employment contracts (e.g. confidentiality)
and relevant workplace legislation (bullying, harassment,
discrimination and so on).
Our intranet is just another communication tool and
existing processes are in place to deal with inappropriate
behavior.

REA Community intranet, three years on

respect the employer – but what about the need for the
employer to trust and respect its employees?
By choosing to trust and respect employees by
providing this social intranet, our employees are also
given the responsibility to use it well. By having control of
what they share and receive, they also have control over
their own actions and behaviors. There’s no anonymity as
all blogs, comments or alterations to content are linked to
the user’s profile.
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Almost three years after launching, our social intranet
has become an essential tool that supports the delivery
of our innovation and collaboration-based operating
model and strategy. Our teams have knocked down the
walls between them and are collaborating online and
offline. They’re getting to know each other via what they
share online and are forming productive and rewarding
relationships.
Our Customer Care Centre (CCC) has transitioned
over the past 15 months from email/shared drive to almost
exclusively using the intranet for their knowledge base,
news, compliments, issues, support, social activities and
more. By making this content accessible to other parts of
the business they have also significantly raised the profile
of the team, their work and their needs. This has led to
increased collaboration with the rest of the business,
as they are now more visible to everyone – not just the
people they were emailing or meeting.
Their needs are now being prioritized with IT; they’re
part of the project team when implementing major
product changes, training development and so on.
As part of an overall uplift program for the CCC over
the past 15 months, they have now hit their targets for 13
continuous months and their turnover rate has dropped
from 90 percent to 10 percent.
Additionally, our IT department run a quarterly “Hack
Day” where we first use our intranet’s idea module to
gather suggestions for improvements across any part of
our business, from any employee. Employees are then
able to allocate a set amount of votes across the ideas and
the ideas with the most votes then get to be worked on
over a 24-hour period. We use the intranet to start teams
to work on the ideas and anyone can add their name to
the wiki-based document if they want to get involved.
The teams then present back to the business on what
they’ve developed. Since we’ve been running Hack Days,
a number of ideas have made their way into production
and others have led into other bigger ideas and also
connecting skills and interest across the business.
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TOP TIPS
ENABLING COMMUNICATION USING A SOCIAL INTRANET
Seek out the people in your business with an interest in social tools – they could be anywhere: IT, Marketing,
Internal Communication or Finance, for example – and get them involved.
To enable communication and collaboration, you need minimal restrictions, so always question why you
want to restrict something – what are your fears and are they really valid?
To enable communication and collaboration you also need simplicity. The tool you choose and how people
use it should be as easy as possible. Remove those blocks that might prevent employees from contributing.
Invest in training, both at launch and ongoing so employees are confident and knowledgeable in using the
social intranet. Consider special training for super users as a way of improving communication skills and the
quality of content and design.
Don’t let your social intranet go to seed – keep upgrading and introducing new tools and functionality to keep
it relevant.
Our company is buzzing, it’s performing well and our
people are highly engaged:
■ REA Group has continued to deliver record financial
results and a share price that out-performs the S&P/
ASX200.
■ An employee engagement survey conducted in 2011
showed REA Group outperforms the Australian
national norm in the engagement and communication
categories and is on par with global high-performance
companies.
■ We’ve built a strong culture of online engagement,
with 91 percent of employees using the intranet and
41 percent contributing content. Over 80 groups have
been formed, of which 75 percent are work-related and
25 percent are social.
■ Focus groups have been conducted to understand what
our employees value about working at REA, such as:
– “The innovation that comes from REA, the cuttingedge technology and the feeling that we’re the
Google of Australia.”
– “I feel like everything is on an upward curve, I joined
two years ago and it just keeps getting better here.”
– “High levels of trust.”
– “You can speak your mind – and people listen.”
– “The communication here is great; we know what is
happening in other states and markets.”
– “We work closely as a team; we all want to succeed
and help each other.”
– “It’s collaborative, and we have strong support
networks.”
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Enable communication for greater engagement and
collaboration

A social intranet doesn’t become the one and only
communication channel for a company, it’s just another
tool for the business to use to communicate to employees,
but more importantly it’s a tool employees can use to
share and collaborate with other employees.
Everyone in the company is a communicator, just
like they always have been, but now they have a tool
they control and use how they want. In the knowledge
economy and workplace we now operate in, the social
intranet gives our team a tool to connect, share and
collaborate – and achieve the flow of information and
knowledge required to get the job done.
Let go and see what happens. It just might make your
job and your effectiveness as a communicator even more
valuable.

Melissa Hendry works for REA Group as Internal Communications
Manager. She has worked in communications for over 10 years and in senior
Internal Communication roles for the past five. Hendry’s work in strategic
communication planning has led her to advocate both the value of
traditional face-to-face communication and also leveraging the best in social
media and online collaboration tools.
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CASE STUDY

Give them what they want:
the Employee Digest
As part of a larger strategy to empower employees, Citi Institutional
Clients Group Operations & Technology leveraged web analytics as the
basis for understanding employee interactions with historical content, to
help develop a new communication vehicle dedicated to “good to know”,
work-life productivity information. Tanya Villagomez explains.

In February 2010, our leadership team conducted faceto-face employee discussions to uncover opportunities
for improving the internal culture within Citi Operations
& Technology, in which more than 2,000 employees
participated. In the midst of the global downturn, these
forums helped us to understand the organization’s
strengths and also highlighted areas for improvement.
One particular issue that arose was that employees
felt they lacked access to information to help aid their
development, navigate the organization and be more
productive at work. This couldn’t be resolved overnight
and would require multiple strategies to address – our
Internal Communication vehicles would be central to that
strategy.
We already had access to an existing internal newsletter,
NOTES, which received consistent and positive feedback.
One solution discussed was to retool NOTES to meet
this need for information by changing its focus to include
items that employees had identified as missing. However,
through direct feedback from readers who would email
comments about the newsletter and responses to an
anonymous annual readership survey, it was clear that
employees appreciated the channel for its focus on
business news and events – as well as its brief format – so
we made a conscious decision to leave the integrity of this
vehicle alone.
Evidently, we needed something new, but didn’t want to
create yet another competing newsletter – it needed to be
unique and to meet the gaps identified without adding to
the noise.

Citi is a leading global financial services company, with approximately
200 million customer accounts and a presence in more than 160 countries and
jurisdictions. Citi Operations & Technology – a division of Citi – employs over
100,000 people globally.
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Understanding what’s “top-of-mind”

For nearly two years, we embedded Google Analytics
as part of NOTES and used this technology to track
click rates and rank the performance of articles every
quarter. One of our newest team members was an expert
with metrics and, with her help, we began to unlock the
potential of this data.
A comprehensive assessment uncovered a number of
trends. The analysis revealed stories focused on driving
efficiencies and developing skills – content types which
typically represented less than 20 percent of the stories
covered in NOTES – consistently outranked items that
were not focused on driving efficiencies or developing
skills (e.g. business updates or organizational changes,
and, in some cases, even “featured” stories). We then
used Microsoft Excel to overlay calendar events onto the
data, revealing
additional
Screenshot of the Digest.
patterns. For
example, we
found that the
popularity of an
article recapping
a training session
on “how to
communicate
effectively” was
strongly correlated
with preparations
for mid-year
performance
discussions.
These
patterns were
enlightening – they
helped dispel
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the birth of

USA
READ THIS AND LEARN
How to leverage analytics to get buy-in for a new
communication vehicle

FURTHER READING
1. TOP TIPS: Discover how to publicize news to get it noticed

www.internalcommshub.com/trial/channels/toptips/
newswriting.shtml
2. How to grab your reader’s attention – and keep it! www.
internalcommshub.com/open/channels/howto/attention.
shtml
3. How Roche created a newsletter for senior managers
www.internalcommshub.com/trial/channels/casestudies/
roche.shtml

misconceptions about what we thought was top-of-mind
for employees and enabled us to obtain a much better
picture of what employees craved.

Birth of the Employee Digest

With that understanding, the team sought to create a
vehicle that served as a quick guide to organizational
resources – to help employees take advantage of training,
learn from colleagues and get timesaving tips. We chose
the name Employee Digest because it best described our
purpose of reinforcing previously published content in a
condensed format.
Citi is a large place, the Digest serves to bring employee
attention to resources that can help them be more
productive and further develop their skills. To get buy-in
we needed to show that this was in fact a different type
of internal newsletter and that we were not looking
to compete with something that was already in place
(NOTES).
Once we had a prototype, we presented it to Randi
Salko, Chief of Staff, and Jon Beyman, Head of
Operations & Technology for Citi’s Institutional Clients
Group, and set about organizing the pilot following their
approval.

of their career; and lastly, “Good to Know”, information
reinforcing awareness of perks and utilities available to
employees.
For the first edition, we used historical and current click
rates from NOTES to help determine top-of-mind items
for employees. Most related to setting stretch goals, so we
chose the theme “Managing your Career”. We then added
links to training opportunities and useful tips from other
vehicles.
Launch preparation
Before launching, we met with stakeholders to obtain
feedback, including employees, HR and managers.
They liked the Digest’s focus and their feedback on
what to include and what to leave out was invaluable in
shaping content guidelines. We created a review panel,

Explaining the Digest’s content categories.

Content design
Our team created a design using Microsoft Word that
was easy to drop into Outlook [see screenshot, left]. The
design displayed content as hyperlinks – each with an
embedded tracking code so that we could continue to
measure click rates and channel usage – and presented
content in three categories [see screenshot, right]. Firstly,
a feature showcasing relevant resources aligned with the
organization’s process cycles; secondly, “On the SPOT”,
featuring employees and their thoughts on our themes,
along with a blog by a team member in the early stages
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“The SPOT” – dedicated SharePoint site.
blog, RSS feed and a comment/discussion forum. [See
screenshot, left.]
The Digest was initially piloted with a small group of
2,000 employees based in the USA and was simply emailed
using a distribution list to that pilot population.

which included HR – as they were among the strongest
advocates of the Digest – to help us determine monthly
content.
To support the publication, we also created a dedicated
SharePoint site called “The SPOT”, which allowed us
to build on thoughts introduced in the newsletter and
helped encourage further interaction online through a

Debut and today
Leveraging tracking analytics and leaning on the support
of our review panel, we launched the Digest to the pilot
group in October 2010.
We had immediate feedback via email from employees
who’d seen it and we also started to receive feedback from
people outside of the pilot distribution who wanted to
be added to the next edition of the Digest, or were asking
when it would become available for their team [see box,
opposite]. The readership began to organically grow
beyond the pilot population – in many respects it was
something genuinely viral and “grass roots”, as there was
no awareness campaign administered.
We measured success through click rates (compared to
other internal newsletters), email survey comments, direct
feedback from employees at staff meetings and other
company gatherings, as well as unsolicited comments
via email. The work we’ve done on ROI has presented a

An example heatmap, used to display metrics and improve content.
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picture of a more engaged workforce, who feel that the
organization is helping to bring greater awareness of the
resources that help them to be more productive.
In addition, senior leaders quickly saw that employees
not only consumed the Digest but also actually shared and
reinforced the guidance it provided with their teams and
that some managers were printing out the resources it
contained to share with staff who didn’t have email accounts.
The Digest today is published in the USA and Canada
for most of Citi Institutional Clients Group Operations
& Technology. An excerpt is also now available and
distributed globally as a recap in NOTES, which reaches
over 100,000 employees globally.
As part of our editorial process, the team continues to
utilize click rates to build heatmaps [see heatmap, left] so
that we can improve our approach month-over-month based
on content, popularity and placement trends. Our review
panel also continues to play an essential role in determining
content that ties neatly to organizational events.
If I had to do it all over again I wouldn’t change a thing
– taking this approach was a great learning experience.
The Digest is grounded on topics that are at the heart of
what our employees had identified as lacking and our
ability to deliver monthly content that’s directly relevant
to those needs is at the heart of our high readership. Our
January edition garnered a click rate of nearly 40 percent,
suggesting that a great percentage of our employees are
accessing or leveraging the content we’re providing.

FEEDBACK AND BLOG COMMENTS
ON THE EMPLOYEE DIGEST
“It’s almost as if the content is directed at me personally.”

TOP TIPS
Even in a large, global organization try to
engage employees in discussions to get at the
heart of what’s top-of-mind for them and have
that knowledge fuel and shape the content of your
Internal Communications strategy.
Always pilot key messages with a sample
audience so that you can use the feedback to
further shape your communication before it goes
out to your full distribution.
Tap subject matter experts across your
organization and partner with them
continuously to stay on top of new resources and
tools that can help employees – Colleagues in HR
and Expense Management for example are always
a great resource for identifying services that can
help employees.
Use analytics to continuously evolve your
newsletter – tracking content from what’s
featured to your links requesting feedback can
help you determine which areas of your newsletter
employees are finding engaging and should be
expanded, and which areas are not of interest.
Monitor the pulse of the organization – What’s
top-of-mind today may not be so tomorrow.

“I hardly ever read the corporate communications that end
up in my inbox, but I really do enjoy your Digest. Thanks so
much for putting together so many helpful articles.”
“… the fundamental content being shared here should
go a long way in reaching employees down to the lowest
levels in the organization – and getting all the way down
to that level will be critical in developing the culture we’re
after… I plan on promoting these publications in meetings
with my staff.”
“This is terrific information that I’ve already incorporated
into my weekly status meeting with my manager… I
will definitely be tuning into your blogs on a more regular
basis. Thanks for keeping us up with the times!”
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Tanya Villagomez is Director, Employee Engagement Initiatives &
Internal Communication, Citi Operations & Technology. Prior to joining
Citi, she led Internal Communication for several organizations within the
bio-pharmaceutical, financial services, and diversified industrial sectors.
Villagomez has an MS in Communications Management from Syracuse
University, an MS in Project Management from Stevens Institute of
Technology and received a BA in Political Science from The College of
New Jersey.
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ADVERTORIAL

Reaching the hard-to-reach
ipadio helps you connect with hard-to-reach employees, even if they’re at
the South Pole. Giles Bryan explains how and presents a short case study
from HomeServe.

This year marks the centenary of Scott’s ill-fated Terra
Nova Expedition to the Antarctic. In their memory
numerous expeditions have taken to the polar ice, with
climbers, skiers, surfers, walkers, cyclists and even
drivers testing their own skills and endurance with
a journey to the South Pole and back. Whilst much
of the equipment for today’s adventurers would be
unimaginable to their Victorian predecessors, there is
one challenge they would be familiar with – the difficulty
in communicating with the outside world.
One solution for today is the “phonecast” – a
combination of a telephone call and a blog that
doesn’t require internet access. It enables people and
organizations to reach the hard to reach, from any phone,
anywhere. In the case of the Polar explorers, the service
– provided by ipadio – allows them to stream a phone call
live to the web and automatically cross-post that call to
their blogs, Facebook or Twitter. And – as well as sharing

FOR MORE INFORMATION
ipadio, 96 Farringdon Road, London, EC1R 3EA
Tel: +44 (0) 2033 940 840
Email: info@ipadio.com
Web: www.ipadio.com/corporate
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their extraordinary day-to-day accounts to a worldwide
audience, the service also collects and interprets data such
as latitude and longitude, temperature and wind speed,
and automatically adds their current location to online
maps.
Mark Wood (pictured above) who is currently walking
the South and North Poles back-to-back is one of a
number of explorers who use the service. “A huge part of
my adventure walking to both Poles is to keep the people,
schools and organizations who follow me informed of my
progress: phonecasting is tremendous because it lets me
speak to everyone via my satellite phone, take questions
live from the shelter of my tent and automatically posts
the resulting audio to my blog and social media feeds,”
he says.
Wood, along with Felicity Aston (the first woman
to have traversed Antarctica via the South Pole solo)
or wonderkid Jordan Romero (at just 17 the youngest
person ever to climb the seven highest mountains in the
world) are admittedly pretty extreme examples of ipadio’s
mission to “reach the hard to reach”. What these intrepid
explorers do, however, is illustrate ipadio’s capabilities of
combining the power and flexibility of the Internet with
the reach and simplicity of phones.
The result is a suite of easy-to-use and cost-effective
communication services that are available for businesses
globally.
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CASE STUDY: FIELDTALK – ENGAGING
WITH A REMOTE WORKFORCE AT
HOMESERVE

By Jo Cook, Head of Internal Communications and Paul
Hickson, Internal Communications Manager
In 2010 HomeServe changed the way we talk to our people.
We created a new internal voice and started to establish a
sense of community that linked to our service proposition
as the first place people would turn for their home
emergencies, maintenance and repairs. It was clear how
we could do this with the employees sitting in one of our
offices, but HomeServe also has over 300 engineers out on
the road, repairing peoples’ homes. The question quickly
became “How do we effectively engage the employees who
are in our customers’ homes every day?”

We worked with
ipadio to develop
the answer –
FieldTalk – a
regular, tailored audio broadcast that connects every one
of our engineers with what we want to say and allows us
to listen to what they want to say back to us. Furthermore,
we can tailor the content of our broadcasts to respond
to engineer questions and feedback. We can make sure
groups of engineers hear the content that’s relevant to
them and best of all, it’s done with something we carry with
us wherever we go – a mobile phone.
FieldTalk is incredibly simple to use; it takes very
little time and has the flexible controls for moderation
of content, and we continue to receive expert, proactive
support from ipadio.

HOMESERVE’S TIPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL FIELDTALK
1. Have a general section for everyone, in addition to regional or operational sections. As well as making operations more efficient,
all levels of the management team can get involved.
2. Use interviews for some of the content. Unless you’ve an expert speaker handy at all times, monologue is rarely fascinating,
and dialogue helps the audience understand what’s being said. Why not have a member of the target audience act as a “guest
presenter” – perhaps you could do an X-Factor style competition to choose them?
3. Really encourage people to leave feedback, and make sure it’s followed up on – fast. FieldTalk is all about two-way dialogue:
staff should know that FieldTalk is the simplest, quickest and most effective way of getting themselves heard.
4. Likewise, use the FieldTalk voting system to gather opinions on issues that really matter: e.g. focusing on “vote for your
preferred location for this year’s annual meeting”, rather than “what did you think of the message?”.
5. Keep FieldTalks short and sweet – a total of around seven minutes total is ideal.
6. Keep them regular so that employees get into the habit of tuning in – weekly or bi-weekly is best. Gather the interviews and
updates a day in advance.
7. Send out notifications of a new FieldTalk by text message – and why not send out a reminder a day later? Use the ipadio reports
to show who’s dialled in, and who hasn’t.
8. Have people think about their spoken delivery – the trick when doing audio is to sound at least 25 percent more enthusiastic
than you would if delivering such a message in real life.
9. When recording a FieldTalk, if you go wrong leave a short pause before starting again – this makes editing much easier.
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MELCRUM’S DIGITAL COM
2012, LONDON

A

ttendees of Melcrum’s UK Digital
Communication Summit (DCS), held
at 200 Aldersgate, London on 27–28
March, gained an insight into the
strategic thought processes around
the introduction of new technological platforms/
initiatives at global organizations. The chosen
speakers – leading thinkers and practitioners
– shared a number of stories around social
technology, including:
The context in which new technology has been
implemented.
Decision making processes.
Techniques to get stakeholders engaged in new
ways of working.
Creative ideas to prove the ROI on technology.
Advice on effectively working with other
functions to ensure desired outcomes, such
as collaboration, innovation and knowledge
sharing are met.
The Summit demonstrated that we’re working
in a truly digital era, where the benefits of
social technology in the workplace are finally
being recognized – to quote the global research
company McKinsey, “Web 2.0 is finding its
payday”. The event also showed that the
networked organization will find it easier to
navigate through complexity and improve its
market position in what’s still an unpredictable
economic environment. Those organizations

Melcrum held the first event in its global Digital
Communication Summit series in Central London
at the end of March, showcasing superior examples
of the use of digitial technology to enhance, even
transform, strategic internal communication.
Here’s a round up of the best bits.
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that remain closed to opportunities risk falling
behind, but those that see great returns recognize
that technology is and will continue to evolve at
incredible speed. What’s most important here is
not the provider you choose – they will come and
go – but the organizational capacity for change.

Intranet Benchmarking Forum (IBF)

Paul Miller, Founder, Intranet Benchmarking
Forum, opened proceedings at the DCS with
a keynote speech on his top 10 predictions for
the future of digital communication in 2012 [see
www.melcrumblog.com for the full list]. In a
conversation with conference chair and Melcrum’s
Managing Director EMEA, Rebecca
Richmond, Miller said he believes the
intranet remains a core element for the
digital workplace but there are widerreaching technologies emerging. He
touched upon the idea that the
workforce will be getting younger,
with more and more teenagers
entering into digital careers due
to their adeptness with newer
technologies.
Also in this session, Miller
shared insights from his new
book, The Digital Workplace:
How Technology is Liberating
Work pondering questions
such as why ambitious
managers are switching from
intranet to digital to engage
with employees and why
intranet search and digital
usability has to improve for
tech-enabled communication
to thrive.

IBM

Luis Suarez, Knowledge Manager,
Community Builder and Social
Software Evangelist at IBM discussed
how the adoption program “BlueIQ” was
formed specifically with the task to encourage
the salesforce to make better use of the social
software available to them. Initial efforts seemed
fruitless but, after they highlighted how using
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this software could make daily tasks easier to
complete and developed a learning program to
improve productivity, the BlueIQ team’s value
was evident. The talk, titled “Observations on
social business adoption within the enterprise,”
saw Suarez encouraging delegates to share
tools, enablement materials and best practices.
He added that it’s important to demonstrate
achievements in social technology by sharing the

vision and communicating success stories and also
outlined the importance of finding key influencers
as early adopters, educating management and
embedding the social software into day-to-day
business processes.
A key component in IBM’s case study was
its “BlueIQ Ambassador Program”. Suarez
revealed how BlueIQ Ambassadors promoted the
program and were more likely to feel equipped
to collaborate efficiently; re-use assets; and
report increased productivity, faster response to
customers and increased customer satisfaction
and sales.
Further metrics gathered as a result of the
BlueIQ program included a drop in emails of
35 percent across the 16,000 person sales
force, freeing up roughly two hours per
day of their time.
He explained how he had
compared the degree of
involvement in the BlueIQ
program with a variety of
productivity measures and
found a positive correlation –
the greater the involvement
with the BlueIQ
program, the more value
respondents gained from
social software. Advice
he offered the Summit’s
delegates included the
need to focus on tasks,
not tools; leveraging early
adopters; and enabling
executives to lead the way.

Bupa

Nick Crawford, former
Social Business Strategist
and Hamish Haynes, Head of
Internal Communication, Bupa,
provided a double dose of top-level
thinking with their presentation titled:
“Connecting and engaging a global
workforce through the Bupa Live networking
platform”. The Bupa Live platform was
launched in 2009 with the aim of connecting the
healthcare provider’s diverse workforce. Crawford
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adidas Group

Networking in the exhibition area.

provided background, context and thinking
behind Bupa Live and Haynes shared how the
organization wanted to consolidate into One
Bupa with Bupa Live being a key driver for this.
Bupa Live – which is a cloud based platform
– was made available to users before the launch
with 50–100 people trialling it in a six-month
pilot prior to
companywide
rollout. The duo
believed this was
a key process
in shaping the
platform, which
they labeled
“Launch and
Learn”, allowing
early adopters to
essentially shape
its format and
features.
The success
of the platform
has been
demonstrated
in a number of
ways including a
fast occurrence
of innovation in
unprecedented
ways – for
example, the
development
of Bupa
smartphone
apps.
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In his presentation, “Building a more
collaborative workforce”, Felix Escribano,
Collaboration and Knowledge Management,
adidas Group, explained how he was tasked
by leadership with establishing a collaborative
culture at the company and an end goal of
strengthening competitive advantage. The need
was identified for employees to work closer
together cross-functionally, which led to a need
to change the company culture. To enable this, he
needed leaders to spearhead open, non-political
and collaborative communication throughout the
organization with a goal of establishing processes
and tools centered on collaborating, knowledge
sharing and building a learning organization.
The result was establishing “Adiweb” – adidas’
intranet. Further development for the intranet has
included My Workspace, My Site and My Profile:
My Workspace is an area where employees can
share information and files with colleagues;
share and discuss team or project updates; track
completed, in progress and planned work; and
collaborate on documents.
My Site includes latest news from an employee’s
location, team and the adidas Group as a whole;
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updates from projects, teams and colleagues;
and fast access to employee workspaces and
information on other colleagues.
My Profile lets employees know who the people
are at the organization and what they do; share
contact details; and help colleagues and friends
keep track of what employees are up to.
Escribano laid emphasis on the importance of not
controlling employee bahavior on social platforms,
but instead mediating, enabling, supporting and
training to help them. He also believes that, while
we shouldn’t limit content choice for readers, it’s
useful to highlight the most interesting stories for
them.
The importance of integrating an organization’s
web 2.0 into employees’ day-to-day work activities
so that it’s embedded in the workflow, not above
it, was also noted. As well as this, he thinks that
organizations need to drive adoption and usage
through communication and that it’s important to
break down the barriers to organizational change
– “don’t just deploy, but be Enterprise 2.0”.

BT and Kontiki

During BT and Kontiki’s presentation, “How BT
are using video to maximize intranet impact”,
Tim Passingham, Vice President, EMEA, BT
Conferencing and Greg Holt, Sales Director,
EMEA, Kontiki looked at how the use of video in
day-to-day communication is increasing.
In the session, attendees heard how BT
deployed video as an effective global Internal
Communication channel and used it to overcome
the challenge of communicating to a global
internal audience, as well as engaging employees,
strengthening internal messages and boosting
leadership visibility. BT overcame major
infrastructure challenges to deliver this and used
dashboards demonstrating metrics to illustrate
what, when and how content was viewed and
digested.
The presentation was split into two chunks that
looked first at how video can be used to address
leadership challenges, and then how it can help
global communication. Challenges were also
put under the spotlight, including the issue of
bandwidth constraints and other IT roadblocks.

What’s most important here is not the
provider you choose – they will come and go
– but the organizational capacity for change
company’s new CEO for an audit of channels, Nas
received employee feedback online from most of
the previous intranet’s users that it was just too
complex. So, the company decided to streamline:
cutting out time-consuming, less popular channels
in the short term. In the long term, Nokia is in
the process of integrating all remaining channels
into One Stream like a Twitter feed with simple
filters for people to decide what they do and don’t
want to see. Currently, they have a SharePointbased homepage, which includes a live feed of the
Stock Exchange, as well as banners, research and
address books. However, the intranet homepage
will ultimately no longer look this way and will
instead resemble Twitter. A key reason for this
move to streamlining and integration is that the
company’s competition is the outside world – if
people can’t find news on the intranet, they will
look at external channels. Another important
factor he outlined was that the CEO was strongly
behind this initiative and wanted employees to
have quality dialogue online, highlighting the
significance of gaining executive-level buy-in.

Nokia

James Nas, Head of Internal Channels and Social
Media, Nokia looked at the process of how the
telecommunication organization streamlined and
integrated its social channels for a new platform:
“One Stream”. Following a request from the
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Luis Suarez of IBM explaining their Blue IQ adoption program.
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CLOUD COMPUTING

H

ailed by many as the next
technological step in the evolution
of how we do business, cloud
computing remains a buzz word for
our times. A 2011 survey conducted
by Gartner Executive Programs (EXP) that
included responses from 2,014 CIOs from across
50 countries and 38 industries, found that CIOs
were expected to adopt new cloud services much
faster than originally expected. At the time, three
percent of CIOs had the majority of IT running in
the cloud, but by 2015 they expected this number
to increase to 43 percent. Mark McDonald, group
vice president and head of research for Gartner
Executive Programs said “New lighter-weight
technologies – such as cloud computing, software
as a service (SaaS) and social networks – enable
the CIO to redefine IT, giving it a greater focus on
growth and strategic impact. These are two things
that are missing from many organizations.”
But what exactly is cloud computing? Lee Bryant,
Managing Director (Europe) of the Dachis Group,
a global social business consultancy that also runs
the Social Business Council, says: “Cloud computing
is offering computing power as a utility, with easy
provisioning of servers ‘in the cloud’ (i.e. not on
premises) to allow people and companies to easily
ramp up and down their server capacity to meet
demand. Because of the massive scale of cloud
server farms provided, cloud computing capacity
tends to be significantly cheaper than equivalent
on-site systems.” Typically, once an organization
signs up to a cloud provider, they can adapt their

platform to reflect what
the company’s specific
requirements are. For
example: collaboration
and social media tools
can be built into an
internal platform
or intranet with
the ability for
employees to
share and edit
documents,
join discussion
groups or access
the company’s
social networking
site – all hosted
online – in the cloud.

Implications for Internal
Communication

There’s one major deliverable of cloud
computing that has not been achieved by
traditional, costly and clunky internal servers: it’s
bringing businesses one step closer to realizing the
dream of a seamlessly-connected global workforce,
and a truly 24-hour business where virtual/flexible
working works because everyone can access
everything. Internal servers simply haven’t been
able to handle the amount of data required to
turn this dream into a reality – and here’s where
Internal Communication comes into play.
According to www.cloudcomputingworld.org’s
predictions on how cloud computing will
affect businesses in five years, geographical
location of employees will become
insignificant when it comes to productivity.
“Cloud computing solutions have had a
tremendous impact on the crucial aspect
of communication in business. The tedious
efforts of internal communication and
the margin of miscommunication have
been practically eliminated by cloud
computing tools. With a web-based
software solution, all permitted decisionmakers and employees of a business view,
revise and interact with the same software
interface, and all changes, additions or

The technological tide has turned: nowadays, IT suppliers
and digital companies are not just offering hardware/
software, but online collaborative hosting systems for
organizations to conduct all operations. Welcome to the
world of cloud computing. LUKE DODD looks at the issues
surrounding this approach for Internal Communication.
34
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...what, why and how?

communication
processes are reflected in real time. All users
view the same data, which means there are no
hurdles in vertical business communication, and
there’s definitely a cut-back in the manual labor
of data entry. New advances in cloud computing
applications have made it possible for all users
to interact with real-time data and one another,
further enhancing the decentralized business
model, and nearly trivializing the relevance of
geographic location.”
But, don’t be alarmed at the assertion “tedious
efforts of internal communication… have been
practically eliminated by cloud computing tools”.
The success of web-based enterprise technology
that aims to deliver this level of connectivity
is very much in the hands of employees, who,
along with the very top and middle layers of
leaders, need to be engaged and understand the
benefits of using cloud-based solutions to share
knowledge, communicate and collaborate. Internal
Communication has a significant role to play in
this entire process, from influencing decisions
around which technology is suitable based on its
deep understanding of pain points around the
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organization (consider how cloud-based
tools such as Socialcast and Yammer
are now commonplace as part of
the IC toolkit), to communicating
benefits and sharing success stories
to attract employees new technologies
that are implemented. As Alistair
Croll explains in an article on
informationweek.com1, enterprise
technology is no longer purely in
the hands of IT: “We gave IT a
monopoly on technology in order
to complete great projects, much
as we created monopolies to build
transcontinental railroads or put
phone lines in the ground. But, just
as trains and telecom giants outlived
their usefulness, turning innovation
into complacency, so enterprise IT no
longer has a guaranteed monopoly.
End users are consumers, and so are
executives and shareholders. The
expectations they bring to the office
and boardroom are set by public clouds
and technology upstarts. IT will have to satisfy a
significant number of these expectations in 2012,
or face the wrath of its stakeholders.”

Eliminating fear of the cloud

Even though the cloud is a presence that
is gradually enveloping the business world,
the ramifications it presents for Internal
Communication and IT processes can be
intimidating.
With a cloud system, your data and
documentation is not backed up on an internal
server located at your organization – essentially,
you’re placing your company’s “brain” in the
hands of a supplier. The idea of allocating this
amount of trust in an external company can be
disconcerting – especially when holding delicate
information, such as public banking details. But
how real and serious is this risk? Not serious
enough to outweigh the benefits for the Spanish
banking group BBVA, who this year announced
plans to switch its 110,000 employees to use
Google’s cloud computing services. It has stressed
that all customer data would stay in the company’s

Read this
and learn

➤What to consider when switching
to cloud computing.

FURTHER READING
1. Driving cultural change at BASF

www.internalcommshub.com/
open/channels/casestudies/
basf.shtml

2. Making connections at News Corp.
www.internalcommshub.com/
open/channels/casestudies/
labanca.shtml

3. Are employees rejecting SharePoint?
www.internalcommshub.com/
open/channels/casestudies/
spdebate.shtml
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own data centers and it would use Google’s tools
for internal communication only, but still – a
revolutionary step for such a risk-averse industry.
Addressing security concerns is a major issue.
Fortunately, even though your applications and data
are really on the public internet, most cloud data
centers offer firewalls and other security measures
for protection against hacking. Bryant believes that
it’s worth exploring which legal jurisdiction covers a
potential cloud-based solution provider, and what
their provisions are for disaster recovery, security
and data protection. “For example, Amazon now
offers a European cloud hosting option in addition
to a USA one, which provides more legal protection
for European customers in certain cases. In reality,
however, the real security and data protection risks
tend to be lower with well-managed cloud providers
than they are with your own internal IT,” he says.
The loss of data is another common fear. When your
key data is in the cloud, you really don’t know where
it is. Can it disappear? Even though the data isn’t
located within the safety of your headquarters, most
data centers feature monthly, weekly and nightly
backups, so it should be retrievable if displaced.

Preventative measures

NII Holdings’ IGLOO platform.
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But what can internal
communicators do to
combat any potential
problems that arise?
Bryant outlines three steps:
“Firstly, they need to take
a grown-up attitude to risk.
Secondly, they need to
honestly compare the risks
to the current situation,
rather than assuming that
external providers are
inherently less reliable
or secure than internal
systems. Thirdly, they need
to have the confidence and
knowledge to engage in
detailed conversation and
evaluation with their own
IT functions, rather than
leave IT to make these
decisions on their behalf.”
Sound do-able?
All that said, let’s
explore some real
examples of organizations
using cloud computing to
unify global workforces
and so much more.

Deloitte Australia – Yammer

The Company: Deloitte Australia, a member of

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu, the world’s largest
professional services organization.

Cloud of choice: Yammer, an enterprise social network
service that offers collaborative document sharing.
The Set-up: When Yammer started at Deloitte

Australia, the team thought it might make a good
addition to their email and voice systems, unsure
of how the social software would add value. Over
the next year, without any formal push, Yammer
spread to 5,000 people and 12 national offices,
supporting core business processes while breaking
down communication silos. As the user base grew,
so did the number of user cases. Deloitte employees
can connect with others who share their interests
and expertise – connections that might not otherwise
be made. Certain projects are run entirely through
Yammer, connecting cross-functional teams and
cutting out meetings completely. Developers, product
managers, designers and business analysts built a
new iPhone application from ideation to launch, all
within Yammer. The team used a Yammer group to
plan, build and test the app without meeting once,
resulting in a successful launch.

Thoughts: Pete Williams, CEO, Deloitte Digital
believes that Yammer has gone beyond all of his
expectations and has become embedded in the
way that Deloitte Australia are doing things. He
adds that it has helped drive innovation and build
community at Deloitte, and that the organization
is finding new value in the tool every day.

NII Holdings – IGLOO

The Company: NII Holdings, a mobile

communication provider to Latin America with
more than 15,000 employees.

Cloud of choice: IGLOO, a Canadian developer
of online communities and social software for
businesses.
The Set-up: The new intranet is a corporate platform
that includes a suite of online collaboration,
community building, social networking and content
management tools [see screenshot, left].
Delivered via the SaaS model, the IGLOO
platform provides document management and
collaboration tools with social software capabilities
to help build and support communities both inside
and outside an organization. The software allows
employees to customize their own links, rate
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content and share documents, and allows for team
and project groups. The platform is mobile and
includes blogs, microblogs, and wikis, boasts a robust
employee directory where they can upload their
picture and share areas of expertise, and aims to
incorporate multilingual capabilities at a future date.

Thoughts: Angelo Ioffreda, Senior Director,

Employee Communications, Engagement, and
Recognition at NII Holdings says “Collaboration
is a key need for our business. Toward that end,
we’re building an innovative social intranet that
serves our business by putting collaboration at the
center, rather than weaving social media features
and technologies into an existing SharePoint or
intranet.” He also says that NII Holdings wanted
something that was cost effective and simple to use,
simple to train on and easy to deploy and maintain.

Bupa – Jive

The company: Bupa, a UK-based global healthcare
provider, with more than ten million customers in
200-plus countries and 52,000 employees.

Cloud of choice: Jive Social Business Software.
The Set-up: “BupaLive” is Bupa’s cloud-based

social platform that aims to connect the global
healthcare organization’s workforce of 52,000
and support its “One Bupa” strategy of becoming
a holistic healthcare partner for its customers.
Recognizing that the existing intranet couldn’t
enable the global collaboration required to deliver
on this strategy, the BupaLive team opted for Jive
Social Business Software. Because the platform is
hosted in the cloud, it created minimum disruption
to internal IT infrastructure when it was piloted in
2009. The user base grew from 750 to 15,000 in two
years, following a unique approach to the roll out,
internally known as “Launch and Learn”, whereby
the first six months were focused on building
critical mass: users, content, conversations,
knowledge, profiles and so on. Thereafter the
focus was on “learning” from users and shaping
the platform accordingly. It currently has 3,500
groups, some open, some private. It’s also thrown
up unprecedented ROI in the form of innovation:
Bupa’s first smartphone app was developed by a
dispersed team that connected on BupaLive.

Thoughts: According to Nick Crawford, former
Social Business Strategist at Bupa he and his
team had a mandate from senior leaders to
“take risks and do whatever it takes” to work in
a new way in order to accelerate the sharing of
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ideas and knowledge,
innovations, contacts,
products and services
across the businesses.
“We had to join up
all our businesses which
had unintegrated IT
and KM systems. In
2008 we took our plans
to create a traditional
hardwired intranet to
the CEO, he told us
to go away and come
back with something
cheaper,” says Crawford. It was around this time
that Bupa discovered Jive. “That solved 92 percent
of our problems in a cost effective way – it was
globally accessible, and being hosted in the cloud,
it enabled us to move quickly.” As Bupa’s first truly
global collaboration space, BupaLive is now firmly
embedded in the culture, at team, departmental,
business unit and global levels, and the board has
agreed to continue to invest over the next three
years in ongoing development of the platform.

Pages from BupaLive.

The future

The cloud has forged a permanent presence on
our skylines and seems to be the next stop on the
technological evolutionary path. How we navigate
our organizations along this route and ensure we
have the right provider for our internal platform
needs could be crucial to business success. Internal
communication has a responsibility to ensure
that, with IT, its organization’s business goals are
supported by its technology, whether that be a
cloud environment or not.
However, the story doesn’t quite end there. A
study commissioned by Microsoft and conducted
by the Internal Data Corporation (IDC), predicts
that cloud computing will generate nearly
14 million new jobs worldwide by 2015. More
than two million jobs will be generated in the
communication, media and manufacturing sectors.
The study also estimates that revenues from Cloud
created innovation could reach USA$1.1 trillion/
year by 2015.
With such a high level of revenue predicted from
using the Cloud’s full potential and generating
innovation, ask yourself: “Can any organization
afford to not get involved?”
1. Alastair Croll. 2012’s Top Cloud Trend: IT Delivers
Platforms. Go to: www.informationweek.com/news/cloudcomputing/platform/232301324 [accessed 22 March
2012].
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CREATING A DASHBOARD
SOCIAL MEDIA IMPACT
Chris Crofts is Global Head of Internal
Communications at Aviva Investors and
was previously Global Head of Channels
at HSBC. While at HSBC, she pioneered a
global internal social media tool to
increase collaboration and drive
peer-to-peer networking. Crofts has over
12 years’ experience in communication in
private, public and not-for-profit sectors.

R

eputational risk, time wasting and
expense are all reasons senior leaders
are reluctant to fully support internal
social media tools. But what if you could
demonstrate how your tool has helped
the business achieve its objectives, save money and
improve engagement and collaboration?
It’s important to note that it’s not just about
proving financial ROI. Well established social
media tools can provide you with credible insights
into your employee’s thoughts, feelings and
behaviors, thus influencing your communication
approach. These insights combined with hard data
on usage and costs, and presented in a succinct and
compelling way can position you as the “go-to”
expert on employees. In short, it can address ageold issues that Internal Communication faces.

Figure One: An example Social Media Index
diagram.

IMPACT

SMI
VALUE

PENETRATION

A framework for measurement

To date, the easiest form of
measurement for internal social
media activity has focused on webhit-style usage figures. But these
penetration measures are just one
part of the measurement mix.
There are multiple ways you can
track how social media is helping
your business to achieve its goals
and, when combined, these factors
can create a Social Media Index
(SMI), something that is particularly
attractive for number-driven
executives.

I’ve created an SMI based on three scores:
impact, penetration and value [see Figure One].
However, you could choose whatever measures
you feel are most relevant to your organization:
1. The impact score tracks achievement of specific
social media objectives that support the overall
business goals.
2. The penetration score tracks the reach and usage
of the tool, using statistics that demonstrate the
behaviors required to achieve your objectives.
3. The value score tracks the net value of the tool
(money saved or generated minus the cost of the
tool).

Impact measures – objectives

It’s very difficult to measure social media unless
you know what it is you’re actually trying to
achieve. Therefore, it’s important that you have
a clear strategy with objectives outlining the
outcomes you’re striving for and these objectives
should ultimately support the business goals of
your organization. Following the model outlined in
Figure Two [see right], think about:

Business goals. What’s your organization trying to

achieve? What challenges will it have to overcome
to achieve them?

The Internal Communication strategy. How Internal
Communication can help the business – by
marshalling the collective commitment, knowledge
and expertise of all the organization’s employees
behind a clear vision, strategy and values.
Social media objectives. How can social media help

Internal social media are often hard to sell to senior
executives given the lack of control and informal
nature of the content, so how can you demonstrate
their worth? Here CHRIS CROFTS shares a possible
model for measuring and reporting internal social
media tools.
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to achieve the business goals? Different examples
include:
■ By breaking down silos between business lines/
teams.
■ Increasing valuable knowledge and expertise
sharing.
■ Exposing buried talent, experience and knowledge.
■ Supporting cultural change for greater openness.
■ Reducing inefficiency and duplication by
increasing visibility of what’s going on in
different parts of the business.
■ Helping employees feel more connected to the
business.
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D TO DEMONSTRATE
Figure Two: A model to help identify
social media objectives and KPIs.

Key performance indicators. These are the measures

you use to track progress against your objectives.
One quick and easy way to regularly track progress
against softer objectives around collaboration
and connectivity is to run an online user survey to
measure whether employees feel you’re making
progress. Track strength of agreement with
statements such as:
Cultural change measures
■ “This tool allows me to express my opinions and
ideas openly.”
■ “I feel more connected to my colleagues as a
result of using this tool.”
Improving quality of work measures
■ “I have shared new information about my skills
and experience with this tool.”
■ “I have found colleagues with the skills and
experience to help me, using this tool.”
Improving efficiency measures
■ “I believe that this tool has helped me do my job
faster.”
■ “I believe it’s easier to find the information I
need.”
The percentage of employees who agree
or strongly agree with each of the positive
statements can then be used in the calculation of
the SMI.

Penetration measures – usage

As with intranets or videos, there are a number
of penetration measures that are generally
provided in the analytics package that comes with
your social media tool. As external social media
tools advance, enterprise software developers
are catching on and IBM has recently launched
analytics that can track employee sentiment.
Depending on the functionality of your tool, you
may be able to track:
■ number of people logging in to the tool or
percentage of employees using the tool;
■ number of communities/blogs/posts created/
percentage of employees creating content; or
■ percentage of people who have updated/added
to their profiles.
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Business goals
The list goes on – but you should think about
the usage statistics that can best represent
the employee behaviors you are trying to
encourage – and which ones support your
social media objectives. You can gain further
insights when you analyze the results of these
by country or business line.

Value measures – ROI

Perhaps the trickiest measure of all is that
of financial value or ROI. But as social
media tools become more established,
they’re starting to demonstrate cost savings
and even revenue generation.

The Internal Communication
strategy

Social media objectives

Key performance indicators

Tracking cost savings. Just as in the external

world – where you can use Blackberry
Messenger for free, rather than the cost of
a text – in the business environment social
media tools encourage communication
away from more costly channels such as
email. Talk to your IT department to see if
increasing usage of your social media tools is driving a
reduction in emails or calls, and what the subsequent
reduction in costs the tool could take credit for.
The other common types of saving generated by
these tools are the identification and cessation of
duplicated work and the surfacing of cost-saving ideas.

Tracking revenue generation. Perhaps more of

an art than a science is the process of proving
that revenue generation is down to employee
communication. However, some employee
campaigns focus specifically around increasing
sales of a particular product – and social media
channels provide a space for employees to share
best practice sales techniques as well as customer
service tips. What proportion of the increased sales
your social media tool can take credit for – above
and beyond other activities – is best determined in
conversations with your Marketing team.
To calculate whether or not you’re achieving
ROI from a pure cost perspective – you need to
have a full picture of all costs associated with your
tool including the upfront costs (which may include
software licences, IT development or servers if it’s
an internally-hosted solution) and then ongoing
running costs.

Targets

Read this
and learn

➤How to effectively measure your
social media efforts against
business impact.

FURTHER READING
1. Capturing the employee voice to

reshape reward policies www.
internalcommshub.com/open/
channels/casestudies/unilever.
shtml

2. 10 steps to building a

stronger business case for a
new social media tool www.
internalcommshub.com/open/
channels/toptips/strongtool.
shtml

3. TOOL: Do you really need that

social media software? www.
internalcommshub.com/open/
channels/toolkit/smsoftware.
shtml
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Calculating the value measure: Once you know how

much the tool costs, you can start to do some simple
calculations to create a “Value %” for the SMI. For
example:
Year one costs:

Year one savings:

Implementation costs: £5,000
Annual running costs: £25,000

Reduction in email traffic:
£5,000
Identification and cessation of
duplicate project: £20,000
Surfacing of employee idea that
saved the organization: £8,000

Total costs in year one:
£30,000

Total year one savings:
£33,000
Total ROI is therefore £3,000 or 1%
If you are in the very early stages of your social media
program, or are struggling to evidence cost savings/
income generation, then use 0 percent as your
Value % for the SMI calculation.

Calculating the SMI

It’s important to note that, for this to work, all your
measures need to be positive when high and negative
when low.
Sometimes it helps to create a single measure that
you can track over time, or use to compare social
Table One: Calculating the SMI
Impact KPIs

Agree

I feel more connected to my colleagues as a result of using this tool

50%

I have shared new information about my skills and experience in this tool

75%

I have found colleagues with the skills and experience to help me, using this tool
I believe that this tool has helped me do my job better
I believe it’s easier to find the information I need

45%
35%
42%

Average impact score 49%
Penetration KPIs

Agree

Users as a percentage of target audience
Percentage of users who have updated their profile, skills, experience

75%
57%

Percentage of users who have started or contributed content

35%

Average penetration score 56%
Value KPIs
£20,000

Money saved, generated through using this tool this year to date

£28,000

Net cost/gain

+£8,000
Value score 40%

Employee insight

Whilst the index might appeal to the more
numerically minded executive – it’s not the be all
and end all. The employee insights (qualitative data)
gained from social tools can also provide great value.
As businesses enter a period of frequent and rapid
change, increasingly employees rely on each other
for support and share problems with their peers. The
conversations on social media tools can highlight
issues that employees are struggling to understand
and need more clarification on, processes that are
broken or overly inefficient or employee sentiment
around company decisions. Some tools have built-in
“word clouds” to visually demonstrate hot topics; or
you might be able to track the most commented on
blog or discussion thread. Either way – your regular
presence within the tool is crucial for getting a real
flavor of the concerns and issues raised and being able
to credibly advise executives. On a cautionary note,
this is really only effective in well established tools
with high participation as opposed to a tool used only
by the technical but vocal few.

Creating a compelling report

75%
Target

80%
Target

Cost of the tool per annum

40

Target

media activities from different parts of the business
or discrete campaigns. You can create an SMI by
simply averaging the impact, participation and value
percentage measures (circled in Table One).
The SMI for the example in Table One is therefore
43 percent. Over time, you would hope to show
an increase in this measure and it can also be used
to compare the success of different social media
campaigns.

150%

Now you have your SMI figure and insights, you
can create a compelling one-page dashboard for
social media that not only outlines the impact the
tool is having on employee efficiency, connectivity,
engagement and business costs but also highlights key
insights about employee reactions and feelings around
important issues within your organization.
In the example dashboard opposite, I have pulled
together the SMI figures and added some other
employee insight and housekeeping measures that
testify to the “health”of the social media tool in a
simple one-page report.
In summary, the benefits that an internal social
media platform can bring to your business are many
and wide-ranging. Work out which ones meet your
organization’s overall goals. The real power lies in
being able to truly open up communication and create
authentic, multi-directional dialogue. The insights,
value and knowledge are all there for the taking – you
just need to influence your organization to take a leap
of faith and then measure it.
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50%
75%
45%
35%
42%

I feel more connected to my colleagues as a result of using this tool

I have shared new information about my skills and experience in this tool

I have found colleagues with the skills and experience to help me, using this tool
I believe that this tool has helped me do my job better
I believe it’s easier to find the information I need

35%

Percentage of users who have started or contributed content

+£8,000

Net cost/gain

TOP 5 COMMUNITIES
1. IT forum
2. International assignments
3. Straight from the top
4. Global recipe club
5. A way with words

£28,000

Money saved, generated through using this tool this year to date

TOP 5 SEARCH TERMS
1. Job cuts
2. Pay / Bonus
3. Strategy 2012
4. Project X
5. Thailand Floods

Value score 40%

£20,000

Cost of the tool per annum

Value KPIs

75%
57%

Users as a percentage of target audience
Percentage of users who have updated their profile, skills, experience
Average penetration score 56%

Agree

Penetration KPIs

Average impact score 49%

Agree

Impact KPIs

Table One: Calculating the SMI

HUB

150%

Target

80%

Target

75%

Target

HUB is a peer-to-peer platform that enables employees from all
across the company to find each other, connect and share. Its
objectives are:
To foster a culture of collaboration and peer-to-peer support
To expose knowledge and talent
To help colleagues do their jobs better and faster

8 to date, made up of:

Offensive language

Inappropriate behavior

Restricted information

2 this month

EMPLOYEE SENTIMENT TRACKER
Employee sentiment about the recent strategy relaunch
is positive overall. There is a strong sense that this is
the right direction, but there is confusion around our
operations in Asia that requires further communication.
There is a lot of negative “chatter” about Project X
which we believe has been heavily influenced by union
communications. We propose to increase line manager
briefings on this.

INAPPROPRIATE CONTENT FLAGS

Social
Media Index
48%

HOT TOPICS WORD CLOUD

HUB dashboard April 2012
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MEMBER PROFILE

Dorothy Hisgrove,
General Manager,
Culture &
Communications,
Corporate Affairs,
Australia Post

What was your route into Internal
Communication at Australia Post?

Before joining Australia Post, I
worked at the National Australia Bank
Group and BHP in communications
and corporate affairs roles. I have a
Bachelor of Business with a major
in Marketing and Post Graduation
qualifications in Marketing.

What recent project have you and
your team been working on?

My team is focusing on
“democratizing” communication at
Australia Post. Of our 30,000-plus
workforce, only around 10,000 have
access to the intranet. So, one of the
main projects currently underway
is the building of a new intranet,
due to be launched in June 2012,
replacing a 12-year old intranet with
a more feature-rich, user-friendly
and accessible platform. It will ensure
that we have an intranet that fosters
collaboration and engagement across
the business by creating a culture of
innovation and ideas and giving our
people the tools they need.
We’ve also worked to improve
employee and manager engagement,
with a focus on information sharing.
We’ve done this though targeted
bulletins and newsletters in our
facilities and retail network, and
improved face-to face communication
in all parts of the business.

What’s the set up of your team?

There are around 50 members of
Australia Post is the trading name of the Australian
Government-owned Australian Postal Corporation, founded
in 1809. It’s headquarted in Melbourne and employs over
30,000 people.
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take personal accountability for their
safety to help us achieve our goal of
zero injuries, zero harm and zero
tolerance of unsafe practices. We’ve
also made significant inroads towards
holding our leaders more accountable
for their performance and developing
a performance improvement program
for role-modeling our Culture Pillar
behaviors that we call Performance
Ready.

What’s been the biggest learning
curve?
my team. They provide business
communication advice and support,
strategic change management
planning across the enterprise and
focus on engagement and embedding
a high-performance culture across
Australia Post. I report to the
Executive General Manager of
Corporate Affairs; The Corporate
Affairs function comprises Culture &
Communications, External Affairs &
Reputation, Corporate Secretary &
Government Relations, International
& Regulatory Affairs and Community
& Sponsorship.

What’s been the teams’ biggest
challenge to date?

Working to improve and change the
culture at Australia Post is by far the
biggest challenge I’ve faced since
joining the organization. In 2011, we
set out the culture and behaviors we
needed to see more of at Australia
Post to deliver our corporate strategy
– our “Culture Pillars”: safety,
accountability, customer focus and
speed of action. Australia Post is 200
years old, with entrenched thinking,
mindsets and processes – these are
huge barriers to changing behaviors,
but it’s so important for Australia
Post to embed a new culture so that
it can become more nimble and
embrace future opportunities, and
so that we ensure our people are safe
and that we’re more accountable for
the work we do. My team is working
hard with all areas of the business to
embed these new behaviors and to get
teams to look at how they can bring
our aspired culture to life.
Over the past year we’ve focused
on safety and ensuring that all of
our people, regardless of their role,

When I joined Australia Post, I’d
come from organizations which
had industry leading employee
engagement tools at their disposal,
so one of the biggest learning curves
since has been the work on generally
modernizing and improving the
way we communicate and connect
with our people. We’re focusing on
assisting the enterprise build the
systems and process it needs for
tomorrow, but we need to have in
place industry leading communication
channels.

What’s been the highlight?

There have been many – as my team
is part of Corporate Affairs we really
are the change driver, ensuring the
business meets its strategic objectives
and we have achieved so much
already. We’ve ensured there’s a
safety focus across the enterprise;
we’ve started to embed a new culture
which will guide our employees to
deliver results and behave in the
right way; we’re improving their
skills and ensuring they’re delivering
in their roles; and we’re improving
our diversity performance to ensure
we’re meeting the needs of one
of Australia’s most multicultural
workforces. In addition, we’ve rolled
out a mentoring program to Australia
Post women to ensure their careers
can grow and prosper.

What channels are used to
communicate with the rest of the
business?

We have a range of channels, but our
key communication is through the
intranet, Post Journal – our Australia
Post magazine, regular employee
and manager updates, business
newsletters and employee briefing
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documents. We also encourage teams
to talk face-to-face. My team assists
various parts of the business to do
this by regularly preparing what we
call “Toolbox talks”. These have been
very effective in supporting managers
to speak to their teams and cascade
information. We have an online
community, which is a great channel
for our people to float ideas, start a
discussion or promote an activity at
Australia Post. It’s growing rapidly
and has just reached more than 1,000
members – I’m so proud of this as it
paves the way for introducing social
media tools and channels.

How does Internal Communication
work with senior leaders/CEO?

My team is engaged with all levels
of the business to ensure that
we’re fostering an engaged and
high performing workforce, with a
culture that will allow us to succeed.
Whether it’s the executive team, or
the 2,000-plus managers at Australia
Post, my team work across all levels
of the business on a daily basis. Our
Managing Director/CEO is open
and accessible, and understands the
important role my team is playing
to help the enterprise deliver its
strategic aims.

What role has Internal
Communication played in the
organization’s strategy?

It’s my team’s role to ensure that
we promote understanding of our
corporate strategy – communication
is vital if we are to win the hearts
and minds of our people as
Australia Post transitions to a
more sustainable footing. We have
to ensure that every employee
knows what the strategy is, why
it’s important and how their
role contributes to us achieving
our objectives. The fact that the
senior leadership have approved
a new intranet demonstrates the
level of commitment to business
communication, as they know how
important it is to having an engaged
workforce who will help us deliver.

What’s your teams’ guiding principle?

Our team’s guiding principles are very
much aligned to our Culture Pillar
behaviors of safety, accountability,
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customer focus and speed of action.
Our team provides an exceptional
service to our stakeholders and we
acknowledge and celebrate our
successes along the way. I’m fortunate
to have some of the best and brightest
communication professionals in
Australia on my team – every day they
amaze me and make me so proud,
with their innovation, enthusiasm and
drive.

What’s the future for Internal
Communication, both at Australia
Post and the profession in general?

We’ll continually evolve and review
our communication channels and
mix. Ultimately, I want to see
communication at Australia Post
integrated across all areas. We’ll
always strive for excellence in this
area and look at new ways to engage
our people. Our priority for this year
is to ensure our workforce have access
to the channels they need to connect
with each other, work effectively as an
employee community and contribute
to ideas and conversations across the
business. I will also look at improving
the cascading of information to teams
across the enterprise, by looking at
the way information flows from head
office to managers and to teams.
I want to empower our managers,
wherever they are, to have meaningful
conversations, by arming them with
tools and support they need.

What are the key traits of a high
performing Internal Communication
team?

As a manager, I try to support my
team every step of the way. I ensure
that the team comes together
regularly to strategize and to think
ahead. I’ve seen many teams fail who
spend too much time locked down

in the present, rather than looking
at the challenges and opportunities
ahead. I also think it’s imperative
for teams to have a laugh – laughing
is very important in a team to keep
things real and balance out the work
pressures. When I started at Australia
Post I had a blank canvas to work
from. I knew what I wanted – the right
people, with the right skill set and
attitude. I wanted people who were
strategic, can work under pressure
and who would support the business
and leaders.
It’s also important, as a manager,
to ensure team members are in the
right roles and are best suited to
the projects they’re working on. If
a person is passionate about their
project or role they will deliver results
and enjoy their employment.

What have you and your team used
Melcrum for?
To ensure that they keep up-todate on how other corporates are
communicating and innovating,
and what others are doing to look
at change management and crisis
communications.

How have you used Melcrum
membership service/channels to
overcome challenges?

The SCM journal is very popular in
my team to keep up-to-date on the
latest news and developments from
across our profession. It’s imperative
for teams to look externally, to know
their industry, to read about how
others are innovating and changing
the way we do things and also to
read about what’s working and not
working for other organizations
as far as their communication. I
strongly promote the reading of SCM
in my team.

Whether you have fellow communicators working next to
you, on the other side of the country or around the world, a
Melcrum Team Membership is the most convenient resource
to share what world-class IC looks like.

Find out more,
email membership@melcrum.com
or visit www.melcrum.com/membership
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a one-day communication course for
your line managers
Rooted in Melcrum’s 15 years of nternal ommunication research, this one-day
training course has been designed to improve communication effectiveness
by empowering one of the most important links in the
communication chain – the line manager

The agenda is broken down into four key areas:

1

Why the manager matters in the communication equation
Making a clear business case for excellence in managerial
communication and how it drives business outcomes

2

Formulating key messages that link to strategy
Enabling managers to be more effective at helping their teams
understand how their individual contributions add value to the
overall business strategy and success

3

Engaging presentations and productive conversations
Ensuring that managers are capturing the hearts and minds of
their teams, whether it be through public presentations or
one-on-one conversations

4

Matching medium to message
Looking at the channels and tools available to our managers and
investigating how they can use those tools to the greatest effect
for the right behavioral results

This is not a public course and can only be run in-house. If you’d like to talk
more about the course content and running it across your business unit or
organization, contact us using the details below:
EMEA
Rebecca Richmond
+44 (0)20 7357 8888
rebecca.richmond@melcrum.com

USA
Claire Leheny
+1 202 393 8960
claire.leheny@melcrum.com

Asia Pacific
Sally Heginbotham
+61 (0)2 9222 2810
sally.heginbotham@melcrum.com

“

Helped us
communicate in a
way that engaged our
people emotionally
so they left feeling
inspired and eager
to deliver
Nick Murray,
Head of Internal Communications

Our speciality...

”

... leadership and management
events that engage staff emotionally
with strategy.
Which means we’re expert at helping national
and international brands get the message across
when things are changing, times are challenging
or when a company is simply growing.

We’ve got plenty of award winning stories to tell . . . and we’d love to share them with you.

Talk to Mags, Deb or Nick 0845 612 6121 top-b.com
Global Leadership & Management Event Specialists

